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The subject of this dissertation is 3D reconstruction, which is a quickly evolving field
of Computer Vision (CV). To place this problem among the many branches of CV, to
judge its importance, it is worthwhile to consider what 3D means in our professional
and everyday life. We navigate through and interact with objects in 3D space. Our
brain interprets signals (and most importantly visual signals) from our 3D surround-
ing to locate objects and to coordinate our movements. In a sense, the signals are
converted into 3D knowledge: shapes, positions and distances. Such conversion of the
visual signals is performed by the Human Vision System (HVS) through the binocular
parallax; the motion parallax in general and through understanding pre-learned clues.
1
This wonderful and advanced vision system has been both inspiration and source of
ideas for the realization of many artificial vision systems, and consequently 3D recon-
struction algorithms. Short of visual signals, (or often augmenting them) the brain is
capable to interpreting stereo audio signals, to locate objects that emit or reflect sound
waves, and finally we can feel 3D by touching or otherwise making physical contact
with objects. All in all, it is clear that we have elaborate 3D sensing abilities and 3D in-
formation plays a crucial part in our every day interaction with the environment. The
1It is approximated that 88 % of the populations is able to rely on stereo information of the two
eyes to sense 3D (using binocular parallax). The lack of stereo vision in the case of the 12 % is due
to various eye conditions, mainly amblyopia (lazy eye) and strabismus (eye turns). For this 12 % of
the population, the main source of 3D information is gathered through the motion parallax induced
by head movements or often by micro-movements of the focusing eye. This approximation however,
is not accurate. A recent survey showed that 96.3 % of 12 year-old test subjects had normal stereo
acuty [53].
1
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evolution of computer applications reflects this importance of 3D in human interac-
tions. We can notice that 3D has entered (subtly or drastically) most major industrial
and entertainment areas, ranging from industrial design to movie production. Todays
architecture would not be the same without advanced 3D design tools, medical imaging
has long history of evaluating 3D data, Computer Graphics has launched its own enter-
tainment branches through 3D animations and 3D computer games. Thinking reverse,
this evolution also justifies our ability to benefit from and to exploit 3D information.
There are many aspects of handling 3D. Creating, representing, manipulating and
displaying 3D data raise questions that have spawned intensive research over the years.
The task 3D reconstruction takes place in the first part of the 3D chain, its main job
is to create 3D data for further parts of the various 3D systems. What makes this task
special is that it creates 3D data from visual signs, which we saw, are also crucial for the
human sensing system. This feature ensures a wide applicability, as visual information
is relatively easy and cheap to come by and it can provide abundant 3D information.
The visual source makes 3D reconstruction especially useful for tasks where the data
is used for visualization purposes.
In this work, we describe 3D scene reconstruction from the aspect of image pro-
cessing and matching. Geometrical facts are discussed in an introductory manner.
Since our initial motivation was to find reliable dense matching methods for images
containing large distortions, emphasis will fall on the special case of two cameras taken
from a wide baseline setup. Although the contents focus on a specific area, a complete
system is introduced, discussing problems of the entire process, and outlook to possible
applications.
1.1 Historical applications of the binocular parallax
The basic concept of calculating 3D data from different viewpoints is not new. The
(trigonometric) parallax was used in the 19th century to estimate the distances of stars
by observing their positions at the opposite sides of Earths path around the sun 2 .(See
figure 1.1.)
(Even today, this technique is not neglected. The NASA Stereo project [2] launched
2Friedrich Wilhelm Bessel measured the distance of 61 Cygni in 1838 using this method. Hence
the unit ”parsec” (parallax of one arc second) is used for measuring distance of stellar objects based
on the observation angle distance induced by the parallax (See [70]).
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Fig. 1.1: Stellar Parallax (source: [70])
two satellites into Earth orbit to capture 3D data of the sun.) The next major applica-
tion area was photogrammetry and the calculation of elevation maps from photographs.
The need for automation of the necessary calculation encouraged both digital image
processing and robust position calculation methods. These methods are still applied
for high detail elevation map calculation. As digital cameras improved, the binocular
parallax was used in robot navigation systems. Good example are the rovers used in
Mars missions, many of which were equipped with 3D camera systems either for auto-
matic navigation through rough terrain, or to capture 3D footage ( Pathfinder Mission,
Phoenix Mission ). Today, many research groups work on robots with stereo camera
system integrated (see figure 1.2 for example).
In the end of the 20th century, the range of applications grew wider, as visual
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Fig. 1.2: Nao, the programmable robot equipped with stereo cameras (from Aldebaran
Robotics [4])
information based measurement devices evolved. The various active or passive devices
are capable of creating 3D models of objects or scenes by using the motion parallax
under different circumstances. Methods discussed in current study are designed to be
applied in such devices: passive visual 3D scanners.
1.2 Visual 3D scanners
Computer applications where planning, visualization or editing is done through 3D
models have an increased need for 3D model acquisition methods. Whether the appli-
cation is an architecture design-tool, a medical system or robot navigation aid, a mea-
surement device using visual information has unparalleled opportunities. The quickly
available, abundant 3D information allows replication of the 3D world with realistic
colors, with relatively correct proportions and with the relation to the surrounding
objects.
Visual 3D scanners use visual information originating from different viewpoints to
calculate 3D model of the scene. The scanners can be classified as to whether they
actively create visual clues for measurement (active systems) or rely on the present
lighting conditions (passive systems). Active systems use projectors and projected
reference images to substitute one of the viewing direction, and usually take several
shots with different reference images for a complete measurement (see section 2.5.3).
Passive systems build upon the visual clues originating from the uncontrolled lighting
already present in the scene, and as such, do not benefit from more shots, unless the
shots are from new directions, or the scene is dynamic. Both systems build 3D by
using the same principle: identifying corresponding points on the different views. The
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main differences are in what image processing methods can be applied. Active systems
identify reference patterns on the measured images, like Gray-code patterns, line shift
or phase shift patterns, or similar structures (see more in section 2.5.2).
The main advantages of these systems are the robust image processing methods
used to identify the reference patterns that yield accurate correspondence data. The
price that has to be paid is that the measurement takes longer and must be performed
in a constraint lighting environment. Also, the measured objects must be within range
of the projector, and must have diffuse surface reflectivity.
In contrast, passive systems use color and intensity texture based matching algo-
rithms on the images to find dense correspondences. The advantages of these systems
are the flexibility and the simplicity of the device and the measurement procedure. The
size, distance, shape and material of the measured objects or scenes are important only
up to the level of whether the interesting details are visible and distinguishable or not.
Thus scenes and objects can be measured that are otherwise off-limits to conventional
measuring devices, such as laser scanners. In an extreme case, the measurement device
can be as simple as a hand held camera, the acquisition process: shooting pictures from
different viewpoints.
The drawbacks of these systems are inaccuracy in case of inadequate information,
and the complex and often sensitive reconstruction software. Even though many im-
provements have been made since the concept of reconstruction from images was first
used, accurate, dense and reliable reconstruction still presents a challenging task. The
more detailed working of these systems is discussed in later chapters of this study.
1.3 Outline
The outline of this dissertation is the following. Chapter 2 states the problem and
gives an overview on the steps of the reconstruction with related notations. The step
dense matching is addressed in chapter 3, discussing existing methods and a method
used as a base in this study. We emphasize the aspects of search space limitation in
the matching. Chapter 4 explains the basic idea of affine matching and dense affine
matching (DAM), first presented in [43]. In chapter 5 a method for calculating surface
normals from the view distortions is presented and the Normal Aided Matching (NAM)
is introduced, originally published in [45]. The description of a developed reconstruction
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software system (SceneRec) can be found in chapter 6. Test data sets, experiments and
evaluation can be found in chapters 7 and 8. Finally, conclusions including summary
of the main contributions are given in chapter 9.
Chapter 2
3D Reconstruction from Images -
an Overview
3D scene reconstruction from images is a task that aims to reconstruct the 3D model
of the scene from camera images that were taken from different viewpoints. This
complex task involves geometric and image processing subproblems. Although these
subproblems depend upon each other, they can be addressed independently and thus
a general multi step framework can be discussed. Depending on the requirements
and working conditions of the application, the solution for each subproblem may vary.
Therefore, before each step is addressed, it is important to identify conditions that
influence the solution, most importantly device setups and scenes properties. In this
chapter we consider these conditions, and give a definition of the 3D reconstruction
problem. This is followed by the discussion of the subtasks and a general solution.
2.1 Notation and terminology
In this section we define some geometric entities, with the purpose of formalizing the
reconstruction problem. We will in general follow the terminology and notation that
is used in [22]. As this dissertation focuses more on image processing problems, the
geometric theory will be addressed only up to a limit that is required for discussing the
proposed solutions. Since the measurement devices (cameras) are projection devices,
it is easier to discuss them using an augmented space utilized by projective geometry.
(For more information, see [22]).
7
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2.1.1 Camera models
The first step to formalize the reconstruction problem is to model the measurement
system and process. As we see the world through the eyes of the cameras, they form
the measurement system that needs to be modeled. The camera model determines how
the points of the world is projected to points on the image plane of the camera, and
more importantly, how points on the image plane can be transformed back into the 3D
world.
Each camera has a 2D surface for the image, onto which the 3D world is projected.
In general a camera performs the following projection:
x = P (X) (2.1)
where X is a point in the world, x is a point on the image surface and P is a transfor-
mation that performs the projection. Usually the following simple projection models





Among others, it is common in these models that their image surfaces are planar, and
they project along straight lines. Using projective geometry, all of these projections
can be expressed with linear equations. That is to say, in the equation 2.1 x is a
homogeneous 2D vector, X is homogeneous 3D vector, and P is a multiplication with a
3× 4 projection matrix. A more thorough discussion can be found in [6, 61] on camera
models. Modeling the cameras is necessary to reverse the projection and transform 2D
entities into 3D entities.
A general projective camera can be divided into an intrinsic and an extrinsic pa-
rameter matrix:
P = K [R|t] (2.2)
where K is the 3× 3 upper triangular intrinsic matrix (often called projection matrix ),
R is a 3 × 3 rotation matrix and t is a 3 × 1 translation vector. The latter two form
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the extrinsic matrix (often called model view matrix ). The K matrix in the general









where the f is the focal length or the distance of the camera and the image plane,
sx and sy are the conversion parameters from millimeters to pixels in horizontal and
vertical directions, k is the skew parameter, and p′ = (px, py)T is the principal point
on the image plane. To define a camera using a model, the unknown parameters of
K, R and t have to be determined. The determination of these parameters is known
as the calibration of the camera, which has to be done to complete the reconstruction.
Discussion of different calibration methods can be found in section 2.6.2.
Unfortunately, real cameras rarely comply to these simple theoretical models. The
closest model is the perspective, (or pinpoint) camera model, where the light rays go
though a single focal point and form the image on the image plane. In reality, the rays
that enter the objective of a camera go through various refractions, before they reach
the sensor, and may not in fact go through the same point. To be more adaptive to this
problem, the camera model is often augmented with nonlinear distortion parameters.
Methods for determining these parameters are part of the camera calibration problem
and are discussed in section 2.6.2.
2.1.2 World models and coordinate systems
To use 3D entities, an application needs to use a geometry model and define a portion
of space that it considers the world. In geometric sense, the most difficult part of the
reconstruction is to align the models of the world and of the measurement. In [22]
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geometry models. Generally, the Euclidean geometry model is used to model the world,
with a coordinate system that may or may not relate to some physical entities. In this
study, we will consider the world an Euclidean space that is hooked to a physical
camera as the reference. All participants of the reconstruction process (the scene and
the cameras) are objects in this space. The center of the reference camera will set the
world coordinate system (WCS), to which each local camera coordinate systems (CCS)
relate. Each camera define its own camera center and an image plane in CCS, which
finally must be determined in WCS too. Items of the measurement appear as discrete
2D pixels of the camera image in the Image Coordinate System of the camera (ICS,
image domain). These pixels will be denoted as 2D column vectors and marked with an
accent sign (e.g.: v′). The camera model determines how these image pixels relate to
points on the image plane. Since we will use the projective camera model, points on the
image plane will be denoted as homogeneous column 3 vectors and marked without an
accent (to distinguish from image pixels). To discuss the world and the measurement
system under the same geometry, we need to augment the world model to the more
general projective geometry model, which will be used for the calculations. The points
of the Euclidean world will be denoted as column 3 vectors and marked in capital bold,
with an accent sign (e.g.: X ′ ). The points in the augmented projective 3D space will
be denoted as a column 4 vector and marked in capital bold (without an accent, to
distinguish from the Euclidean points e.g.: X).
Different 2D projections (2D homogeneous points on the different image planes)
belonging to the same 3D points will be addressed as corresponding point pairs (corre-
sponding point n-tuples for more views), or corresponding pixel pairs (corresponding
pixel n-tuples for more views) when using the image domain.
2.2 Problem statement
Before the formal definition is given, let us state the general problem: Given two
or more images of a static scene taken from varying view directions, the goal is to
reconstruct the 3D model of the scene.
There are several items to clarify in this definition. The basis of the reconstruction
is the binocular parallax, or motion parallax and consequently the identification of
projections of the same 3D points on the images. It is clear that it is only possible
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to measure 3D points which are visible from the images. In our terms, the result
of the reconstruction is a point cloud, which contains points that have unoccluded
projections on at least two views. It must also be noted that the camera projections
introduce an ambiguity that may not be reverted: depending on the projection model,
the reconstruction may be unique only up to a certain transformation. If there is enough
information to have a full calibration, unit information is available and the projection
models allow it, this transformation can be Identity. If the projection model is limited,
the reconstruction may be unique only up to an arbitrary projective transformation.
Understanding these issues, we can give a more formal problem definition:
Definition - 3D reconstruction from images: Let S be an unknown 3D static
scene. Given In images and Pn projections (of given models) so that Ii = PiS for all
i, the task of 3D reconstruction is to determine a C 3D point cloud so that PiC ⊆ Ii,
and where exist a transformation M so that C ⊆ MS.
The number of images (n), the projection models used by Pn, and the M trans-
formation specify the properties of the reconstruction. If M is identity, we talk about
metric reconstruction, if it is a similarity transform, we talk about Euclidean recon-
struction. Similarly, we can talk about affine and projective reconstructions.
The result of the reconstruction is the C 3D point cloud, which is a low level model
of the scene. Creating a higher level model requires further processing that include
mesh triangulation, texturisation and higher level analysis of the scene. These latter
tasks - though important - are not part of the measurement process that we refer to as
3D reconstruction.
2.3 Affecting factors
It can be seen that using the above definition does note guarantee a usable result in
general. The problem needs to be specified both with respect to the measurement
setup, to the measurement environment (scene properties), and to the requirements on
the result quality. It must also be taken into account how the measurement is going to
be used. Unfortunately, there is no solution that would fit every need. Each method
has its advantages and drawback. So the first step in determining what reconstruction
algorithm to use is to determine the required result quality, scene, measurement setup
and environment in which the reconstruction is about to work well. In this section
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some factors are discussed with their effect on the reconstruction process.
2.3.1 Noise
When dealing with images, it is important to assess what type of image noise is going
to be encountered. The noise models are especially important when performing image
processing steps (like the matching). Noise from quantization is unavoidable, but it
is possible to achieve subpixel precision by evaluating the matching function apply
model fitting (see section 6.1.2). Also, the imager optics may introduce minor salt
like artifacts. This noise is a minor factor to the general ambiguity of the matching.
Solutions addressing the ambiguity should cover this factor as well.
A significant factor can be the noise introduced by lossy image compressions. These
noises consequently appear on similar image parts (like around high frequency areas in
JPEG compression), and thus produce a correlated noise, which can eventually lead to
3D noise in the model. Smoothing in the pre-processing step can reduce the effect, but
does not eliminate it. If possible, it is best to use lossless compressions.
The most important noise type that can be present is the noise introduced by the
different sensitivity of sensors in the system, which may lead to intensity shifting and
scaling between views. This error is best eliminated in the pre-processing step by
contrast stretching or gamma correction (see section 2.6.1).
2.3.2 Screen types
The most important input for building a 3D reconstruction system is what kind of
scene is to be reconstructed. The properties of the scene can be discussed with respect
to lighting conditions, object sizes and 3D complexity. There are no formal definitions
for classifying scenes, but nevertheless the measurement device and algorithm must be
selected to be appropriate.
Indoor, outdoor, laboratory conditions
The question of where the measurement will take place determines several things.
Outdoor scenes usually have amble, but continuously changing light and complex 3D
objects of varying size. A measurement device needs to be easily deployable (like a
single camera, or camera set) and the measurement should take short time to avoid
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problems form the changing light (passive systems are preferable). The object size may
require scalable systems (like separated cameras with settable focus and objectives).
These scenes are challenging due to the uncontrollable light, the difficult calibration
possibilities and complex 3D object. See figure 2.1 for examples.
Fig. 2.1: Outdoor scene examples
Indoor scenes can be assumed to have the same (but still not constant and still un-
controllable) light, the size and complexity of objects are limited ( indoor scenes usually
contain man-made objects ). It is often possible to set up a less flexible measurement
device, do offline calibration, and have enough time to complete the reconstruction
without the lights to change. See figure 2.2 for examples.
Fig. 2.2: Indoor scene examples
Of course the best conditions can be achieved under laboratory conditions, where
the lighting conditions are controllable, reliable calibration can be performed, and the
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measurement can be optimized for the 3D object.
3D scene complexity
Without proper definition, 3D complexity in general covers how difficult it is to re-
construct the 3D object. It include properties like largest depth change, object surface
smoothness, self-occlusion rate, concavities and holes, frequency of depth jumps, size of
separated surfaces, texturedness and so on. See figure 2.3 for examples. These proper-
ties effect most 3D measurement devices, and some systems tolerate them better than
others. Visual information based systems often handle lack of texturedness and fre-
quent depth jumps badly. When discussing algorithms, the strengths and weaknesses
with respect to these properties will be noted.
Fig. 2.3: Complex scenes with different properties (from top to bottom): Cedars.
large self occlusion, large and frequent depth jumps, small surfaces; SZTAKI from air.
small depth range, large self occlusion, small surfaces, many concavities, frequent depth
jumps
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2.3.3 Requirements on the results
These requirements determine the results we expect to get. One aspect is the quality
of the reconstructed 3D model, but other aspect are the time needed to get the results,
or the general reliability of the reconstruction. Naturally these are affected by both
the measurement setups and the environment, but the cases must be distinguished, as
they may need different reconstruction algorithms.
Regarding 3D measurement quality, the requirements are set by the application
context in which the 3D measurement is going to be used. The two most important
factors are the denseness, and the 3D accuracy of the result point cloud. 3D displaying
e.g. will prefer a dense model, while reverse engineering applications will put accuracy
on the top of the list.
Denseness
To reconstruct the objects of the scene, it is not always required to measure every
possible visible point. The reconstruction of a small number of selected points is called
sparse reconstruction. In sparse reconstruction, the measurement has lower detail, and
the missing information must be estimated by analyzing the reconstruction. Sparse
models are easier to handle in general, however they do not intend to reconstruct every
detail of the scene. In dense reconstruction on the other hand, the goal is to measure
the scene in high detail, and assign depth to every point that can be reconstructed.
The camera setup, scene type and the resolution of the images are the main limiting
factors of reconstruction denseness. It is clear that dense models are difficult to handle
due to the large point count, but only the dense model aim to reconstruct the intricate
details of the scene.
The methods presented in this dissertation aim to achieve dense and accurate re-
construction, so sparse reconstruction techniques are only marginally discussed.
Accuracy
The other important issue of 3D measurement quality is the accuracy of the measured
model. Traditionally the accuracy of the 3D model is marked by the largest error
distance that can be expected between reconstructed and real points. Visual measure-
ment devices however, can err in more the one way. They may identify projections
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wrongly which can result in outliers in huge distances from the real points. In fact,
these distances can be so large that some simple measurement analysis can easily spot
them. The other way is when they identify projections correctly (producing inliers),
although with some errors that is due to the limitations of the system. The traditional
accuracy definition would rather fit the error of the second case, the error of the inliers.
For the first case, the distance of the outliers has no relevance (as they can be of any
distance, even infinity), it is their number that matters, or rather their number related
to the number of inliers.
For the reconstruction process it is a goal to reduce both errors, but to chose which
is more important is to chose an algorithm that is more prone to the selected error.
In general both errors are largely connected to the measurement setup, especially the
image resolution, and the distance of the cameras.
2.4 Device setups
Even though the main principles should apply for all devices, the exact reconstruction
algorithm must be tuned to the measurement device itself. The complexity and relia-
bility of the geometric and image processing tasks of the reconstruction process depend
on the setup of the recording devices. The main affecting factors are the number of
views, distance of views (baseline width or the angle between views), camera model
describing the optics and the resolution.
2.4.1 Number of Views
The number of views have the most visible effect on the computation time, since each
new camera introduce an additional matching problem. On the good side, we have
more information, so we can have more reliable and denser model as a result. More
important is, however, the impact of the number of views on the geometric complexity
and limitations.
The classical setups exploit the binocular parallax by estimating depth from two
views. The geometric limitations of this case lie in the automatic determination of
the camera model parameters (or camera self-calibration). Using only pixel corre-
spondences, without added knowledge, it is not possible to reconstruct models beyond
projective ambiguity, i.e. the reconstruction will be unique only up to an arbitrary
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projective transformation (see section 2.6.2). To create metric or Euclidean models
(models unique up to an arbitrary similarity transformation), higher level image anal-
ysis or off line camera calibration is needed. The latter case means that the calibration
must take place prior to the measurement, normally using some calibration objects .
Once calibrated, the device must not change focus and must not be moved. The former
solution include recognizing higher level structures such as parallel and perpendicular
lines (this is called stratified reconstruction [22]). This solution may not be applied to
all scenes. For more details on camera calibration please refer to section 2.6.2.
Although in geometrical sense this is a limited case, in the image processing sense
it holds most of the difficulties of the reconstruction. The image processing methods
applied to two camera setups are – with some consideration – also applicable to the
multiple view systems. As a result, it is more convenient to discuss image processing
problems assuming a two view system. Throughout this work, more emphasis is going
to be on the special case of two views.
When the number of views is higher, there are more cameras to calibrate, but each
view places constraints on the possible geometry of the scene. This can be exploited to
determine the missing parameters. The applied methods rely on certain assumptions
on the camera parameters, like fixed focal length, or 0 skew (see [22] for more details)
to form equations.
Overall, to complete the reconstruction it is good to have more cameras (or more
views to be exact). A video stream from a single, moving, handheld camera can be
considered as each frame was taken by a separate camera (with identical internal,
but changing external parameters). The same applies to images from a single camera
turntable setup (see section 7.1.3). Other example is dense set of cameras in an ar-
ray setup like the Stanford solution [71] (see figure 2.4), plenoptic lens cameras (see
figure 2.5) or in a horizontal arrangement like the Holografika camera system [32] (devel-
oped in project EUFP6 OSIRIS [3] with the participation of the author, see figure 2.6).
For two view reconstruction the most widespread solution is the stereo camera (see
figure 2.7).
2.4.2 Distance of cameras
The major image processing problem throughout the reconstruction is matching pic-
ture regions between the cameras. The difficulty lies in the fact that the matching has
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Fig. 2.4: Stanford Camera Array
Fig. 2.5: Adobe Plenoptic camera
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Fig. 2.6: Holografika 3D Acquisition System [32]
Fig. 2.7: Canon Stereo Camera rig
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to be performed on views that are inherently different. The differences are important,
as they hold the 3D information itself, and usually appear as displacement, occlusion
and geometrical distortion. The degree of these differences depend on the relative po-
sitioning (distance) of the cameras with respect to the scene, and effect the reliability,
complexity and accuracy of the matching. In most contexts, this difference is expressed
with the distance of the camera centers, the width of the baseline, which is only mean-
ingful if treated as a relative value. In practice, when the scene is far from the cameras
or the reconstructible details are too small, the images are considered short baseline (
even if the baseline is wide like in the case of aerial photographs, see figure 2.8 as an
example). Typical examples for short baseline systems are stereo rigs (see figure 2.7),
or the methods used in plenoptic cameras (see figure 2.5).
Fig. 2.8: Aerial images of Pentagon (Source: CMU dataset [1])
Images are considered wide baseline, when the apparent difference between views
is significant. To avoid the problem of relative values, the view differences are often
expressed with the angle formed by the center of the scene and the adjacent camera
centers.
2.5 Environment setups
Even if the measurement device is optimal for the required task, the measurement
environment has to be set up to aid the reconstruction. Also it needs to be set up to
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be appropriate for the scene type. Since we measure visual information, this, by large
means providing proper lighting conditions. Some cases are discussed below.
2.5.1 Brightness and contrast
To work on the visual signals, we need to have good signal to noise ratio. This is
achieved by placing light sources, and adjusting the camera parameters (like sensitivity,
shutter speed and aperture size) so that the images has a wide and even intensity range.
If these options are not available, the images need to be pre-processed prior to the
matching. See section 2.6.1 for details. Using High Dynamic Range sensors (see more
in [59]) and images open a wide range of opportunities to improve the matching, as
they contain more detailed intensity information per pixel to reduce ambiguity. When
considering the position of light sources and cameras, care most be taken to avoid direct
reflections as they cause matching artifacts and are difficult to filter out.
2.5.2 Structured light
The worst thing that can happen while measuring visual information is when there is no
information. This happens often, when the background has uniform color, or the object
surfaces are flat and textureless. On the images these are referred to as homogeneous
regions, and are impossible to match on the local scale. To handle them, information
from the context must be collected and applied on the region. Methods either use
information from different sampling levels, interpolate from neighboring matches, or
apply higher level post-processing. Solutions may be found in section 2.6.5. To avoid
the use of these rather unreliable and inaccurate solutions, often the light sources are
set up to project structured light that form a texture on homogeneous regions. The
structure of the artificial texture in this case is irrelevant, the sole goal is to give foothold
for the matching. Most typically a fine grid of dots or lines are used. A structured light
based solution was developed by Pantomat Ltd. (see [48]). See figures 2.9 and 2.10
for sample images (courtesy of Pantomat Ltd).
2.5.3 Active lighting
A step from structured light measurement enhancement, is when the light sources can
be controlled to project different reference patterns for each measurement image. The
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Fig. 2.9: Synthetic structured light images and disparity map (see [48])
Fig. 2.10: Real life structured light images and disparity map (see [48])
patterns are extracted from the captured images by robust, low level image processing
methods and are compared to the references. The result is a highly reliable correspon-
dence set. From the point of view of reconstruction geometry, the reference image and
projector together represent an additional viewpoint. However, in this case the cali-
bration of the projector is also necessary for correct geometry. These systems represent
the family of active 3D scanners. The most often applied pattern sets are Gray-code,
phase shift or line-shift patterns (see more in [20, 68]). Although, the measurement
process require several shots for complete reconstruction, fewer cameras are required
and the matching is fast and reliable. The accuracy of these systems are limited by the
projector and sensor resolution only. Professional active light scanners are often used
in the industry as an alternative to laser scanners. See figure 2.11 for a Comet type
3D scanner, similar to the one installed at KF-GAMF.
Example images on the workings of such scanners can be seen in figure 2.12, the
projected images on the left and the reconstructed model on the right.
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Fig. 2.11: Steinbichler Comet 250 active light scanner
Fig. 2.12: Active lighting images using Gray-code, and 3D model part
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2.6 Reconstruction Steps
3D reconstruction from images is a complex task that requires both geometric and im-
age processing problems to be solved. To build the 3D model of a scene, 3D coordinates
of scene points must be calculated to form 3D objects. Knowing the location of camera
centers, 3D coordinates of a scene point can than be calculated from its projections on
image planes of different viewpoints. (See figure 2.13 for illustration.)
Fig. 2.13: 3D triangulation
We address the the tasks of the reconstruction as the data flows through the system,
trying to cover all aspects without much details. The tasks are deliberately separated
for easier discussion and are good for a general solution, however, special applications
may skip, integrate or in general not follow the order of the steps. It is common for the
algorithms to use initial matching to estimate a simplified geometry which describes
the relation of the cameras, image planes and their relative position to the scene.
This initial geometry is than used to accelerate or constrain the dense matching, and is
usually refined in the final step. In fact this refinement is often done iteratively, without
separating the initial and final geometry, but it can be said that much less geometric
information is needed to set up constraints for dense matching then is needed for the
final 3D triangulation. Considering all this, the following reconstruction framework is
proposed :
1. Offline camera calibration
2. Image Pre-processing
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3. Initial geometry estimation
4. Dense matching
5. Final geometry refinement
6. 3D triangulation
7. 3D post-processing
This general framework is adopted by many solutions [64, 67, 73]. The calibration
step is considered as a separate task, however, it is connected to the geometry estima-
tion. If off-line calibration is applied, it is normally done prior to the reconstruction.
Automatic calibration uses the results of the matching and is completed in the final
geometry refinement step. In the discussion, the calibration step is treated separately.
2.6.1 Pre-processing
Before the reconstruction, it is worth preparing the images taking into account the
properties of the algorithms. The following items are considered:
Radiometric enhancement
A problem with images taken from different views is that the radiometric conditions
may never be the same. Especially so, if there is a time interval between the shots, or
the camera sensitivities are not identical. The most typical effect is minor difference
in brightness and contrast. The best solution is manual alignment of the measurement
camera sensitivities. If this option is not available, image processing solution may be
applied. One solution to reduce the negative effect is histogram equalization in all
views. By selecting a Gaussian or flat histogram shape, each image is transformed by
an intensity transform Tr to have ideal histogram. Unfortunately, this will also modify
the image intensity dynamics, which may not be wanted. Other solution is to select
a reference image and modify all image histograms to be close to the reference. If
the scene does not change significantly between the views, these solutions are reliable,
as the total amount of light should not change. However, if a viewpoint brings in
more information, the intensity distribution can be uneven. In these cases, adaptive
histogram equalization may be applied. This method normalize the histogram in local
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windows, and would not enforce an inappropriate global transform. See examples
in 2.14.
Fig. 2.14: Radiometric enhancement examples from left to right: left image, original
right image, manual contrast stretching, histogram equalization
High frequency enhancement
Throughout the reconstruction, the most important image processing task is identifying
corresponding points on the views. This is implemented by template matching which
relies on local texture, and texture appears as high frequency variations of the image
intensity function. In other words, the more intensity jumps and edges are present, the
higher the chance is for successful matching. Areas with only low frequency variations
are prone to ambiguity. To enhance the matching, the high frequency elements can
be amplified in the intensity function by using high pass or high boost filters. The
most common high pass filters include the Laplacian, Laplacian of Gaissuans (LOG) or
Difference of Gaussians (DOG) filters (read more in [64]) These filters respond to the
2nd order derivative function, reflecting changes in the intensity function. The results
can either be directly used(loosing the original intensity information) or can be added
to the image to form a high boost filter. The most common high boost filter is the
unsharp masking, which boosts with the Laplacian filter. The effect of the DOG and
Unsharp Masking filters can be seen in figure 2.15.
Segmentation and background removal
Sometimes it is requested that only a portion of the scene is to be reconstructed.
This is normally the case in laboratory measurements, and is usually necessary in the
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Fig. 2.15: High frequency enhancement examples from top to bottom: original, DoG
filter, Unsharp Masking filter
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presence of e.g. homogeneous background or objects with non-rigid motion. In the first
case, the measurement can be prepared by selecting an even color background. The
background can be easily separated on the images using thresholding, or simple color
based segmentation methods. The second case, when a homogeneous background must
be separated for example on indoor or outdoor images, is more difficult, as the color
of the background is not known. Homogeneous areas are difficult to match, so in these
cases it is worth considering to segment the images based on homogeneity, and exclude
homogeneous areas from the matching. The last case, objects with non-rigid motion is
the most difficult, as these objects are inseparable from the rigid motion objects. This
problem occurs especially often on outdoor scenes, when the measurement takes longer
and the scene changes in the meantime. The best solution is to exclude these object
from the reconstruction, otherwise they may upset the geometry estimation, produce
matching errors and the reconstruction may mis-interpret the non-rigid motion and
output distorted objects. If the matching itself is successful, the motion flow of scene
points can be factorized by numerical solutions to separate the two type of motion
(read more in [21]). Short of this, the only good solution is interactive segmentation
and removal of the unreconstructable objects.
2.6.2 Initial geometry estimation
To create 3D models, we need to recover accurate and complete geometric information
about the image planes and cameras. In this initial step however, the goal is only
to collect enough geometric data to build a simple (but accurate) model to aid and
constrain the matching steps. In general, this involves building the epipolar geometry.
Without full calibration of the intrinsic and extrinsic camera parameters, it is possible
to determine the projective mapping (see [22]) between the two image planes from a
small number corresponding point pairs. This mapping can be expressed in the form
of a 3x3 homography matrix, also known as the Fundamental matrix. Let us denote
the fundamental matrix between images Ii and Ij as Fi,j. For each image pixel xi
in image Ii, Fi,j defines an line l
x
ij on image Ij, Such that l
x
ij = Fi,jxi. The epipolar
line lxij is where the 3D points on the projective ray through xi are visible on image
Ii. See figure 2.16. This introduces an important constraint on the search for further
corresponding pairs, as the pair of a point can only be on the corresponding epipolar
line. This effectively reduce the search space from 2D to 1D.
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Fig. 2.16: Epipolar geometry
Estimating the fundamental matrix
To compute matrices Fi,j, a certain number of initial correspondences are necessary
between the views i and j. In the most general camera setups Fi,j has 8 unknown
parameters. Each correspondence constitute a constraint on the parameters. With
more than 8 pairs we receive an overdetermined system of equations, which is to be
solved using robust methods. The most popular solution is the 8-point algorithm using
RANSAC outlier rejection [23, 64, 67, 22], but other methods exist(see [74, 60]).
Initial correspondences
In the short baseline case the motion between the image frames is limited, so corre-
spondences can be assigned automatically by tracking corners or other feature points
through the image frames [62]. The more popular corner detection algorithms use
Harris corners or Kanade-Lucas-Tomasi (KLT) features, both of which rely on local
structure. The local structure around a pixel can be expressed as the covariance matrix
of the first order intensity gradients over a small window. A measure of structuredness
can be formed from the trace and determinant of this matrix (Harris) or from the
smaller eigenvalues (KLT). Once the best number of corners are selected, they can be
quickly tracked by searching for the corners in a window on the other images.
In the wide baseline case matching affinely invariant features gives a solution [69, 38,
46]. This method detects shapes that keep their properties through affine distortions,
like parallelograms or ellipses. Over these shapes different affine invariant properties are
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extracted (like second order intensity moments in [38]). These properties are compared
with similar features extracted from other images and feature pairs or (n-tuples) are
formed through the images.
The accuracy of methods calculating the fundamental matrices is of crucial im-
portance, since it indirectly effects the performance of the matching and directly the
accuracy of model building.
Camera calibration
In addition to the epipolar geometry, further geometric information is required for
model building. Using solely the epipolar geometry, our model will be unique only
up to an arbitrary projective transformation. To create models similar to reality, the
relative location and motion of camera centers (extrinsic parameters) and their relation
to the image planes (intrinsic parameters) have to be known. This can either be
done previously by some interactive or automatic method, or during the reconstruction
itself. The former solution might use calibration objects (blocks, grids, markers) or
stratification [22], which achieves calibration by defining parallel and perpendicular
lines. It is also possible to calibrate the cameras automatically from multiple images [51,
22]. These methods rely on some basic assumptions about camera parameters. The
assumptions are used to form equations from the correspondences tracked through the
images. In the most general case (1 known intrinsic camera parameter), at least 8 views
are needed. From the initial correspondences a projective reconstruction [37] is created,
then using the above mentioned equations the camera parameters are calculated to get
a quasi-affine reconstruction. The reconstruction is upgraded to affine and finally to
metric by estimating the parameters of the plane at infinity [25, 47]. The metric
model will be unique up to an arbitrary similarity transformation. Once the camera
parameters of the sparse metric reconstruction are calculated, the more detailed dense
model of the scene can be built. Although the minimum requirements for automatic
calibration are known, the calculations are sensitive and to have reliable results, this
method is best applied on several frames of short baseline images (like a video stream).
2.6.3 Dense matching at a glance
In the dense matching step the projections of scene points are searched for. As the
the main contribution of this dissertation is a dense matching solution, this step is
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detailed in chapter 3, the rest of this section is a general summary. In opposite to
the previous search for initial correspondences, the goal of this step is to measure the
scene in detail, finding as much projections as possible. For each image pixel on a
selected reference image a search is made on the other views for corresponding pixels.
As the intensity values are not informative enough, this search is highly ambiguous.
To address this problem, various constraints are applied to limit the search (like the
epipolar constraint). Also, the more we know about the scene and the measurement
conditions, the more constraints can be exploited. As an example, in the short baseline
case it is reasonable to assume that the projection of a small patch of points will look
similar on the images, thus matching an image window instead of pixels is possible.
This unfortunately does not hold for wide baseline images. In fact, dense matching
solutions for wide baseline images are rare and very specialized. Solution are discussed
in sections 4 and 5.
2.6.4 Building 3D models
If both extrinsic and intrinsic camera parameters are known, the corresponding pro-
jections acquired in the dense matching step can be converted into 3D coordinates by
triangulation [22] (not to be confused with mesh triangulation). Through each projec-
tion, a ray is emitted from the camera center of the image plane, and the intersection of
the rays are calculated. (See figure 2.13). In the stereo case, this is a relatively simple
task, since even for skew lines (caused by slight error in the geometry calculation), the
3D point closest to both can be chosen, as illustrated in figure 2.17. Matching error
might create 3D points at infinity (parallel rays), or behind the image planes. These
can either be sorted out at the dense matching step using the disparity limit constraint
(see section 3.2.2), or during triangulation. More difficult is the case when projections
on multiple views are triangulated. A solution is presented in [24].
2.6.5 Post-processing
Once the 3D point cloud is acquired, the measurement is complete. However, depending
on the application, the raw measurement may not be sufficient. To make the results
usable, it is often necessary to turn the point cloud into a polygon mesh or even
higher model. The first usual step is mesh triangulation. The point cloud is decimated
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Fig. 2.17: Triangulation of skew lines
to become handleable size and an initial triangle mesh is fitted on the points. The
mesh is than refined, based on the original points (see more on triangulation in [30]).
Figure 2.18 shows an example. If the application is CAD related, higher surface model
fitting is performed. This topic is addressed by the field reverse engineering.
Fig. 2.18: Post processing example: mesh triangulation (wire frame and polygon mod-
els)
If the goal is 3D visualization, the most important issue is the visual outlook of the
model. In this case the focus becomes on realistic texture fitting (see [27]) and gap
filling. These items are not covered in this paper.
Chapter 3
Dense Matching
In the reconstruction problem, finding corresponding projections of identical 3D scene
points on the images is done through template matching. Each correspondence can later
be converted to a 3D point using previously acquired calibration data. The matching
of reliable and well identifiable points is also necessary for extracting geometric in-
formation about the scene (see calibration step in section 2.6.2). This latter is often
called sparse matching. In contrast, the goal of dense matching is the assignment of
pixel correspondences of as many scene points as possible. The density of the matching
determines the density of the 3D measurement, thus we want to go to the limit of the
acquisition system, which is the resolution of the images. Each pixel is a potential 3D
point, if we can find a corresponding pair for it on the other images.
The assignment of pixel correspondences between views have some inherent diffi-
culties. It requires the corresponding projections to be visible and distinguishable from
other pixels. Unfortunately, this is not always the case on real world images. Instead,
the projection pixels are often different in intensity (due to noise), or worse, they often
are very similar to projections different than the corresponding one. These phenomena
are quite common and induce very serious ambiguity problems.
To solve the matching in spite of the ambiguity the key is limiting the search space
without cutting off 3D points form the measurement. An important contribution of
this chapter is the idea to discuss search space limitations through the application of
geometric and visual constraints (see section 3.2.2).
In this chapter the main components of the matching are discussed including match-
ing functions, constraints and an overview of dense matching frameworks. In section 3.4
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a pseudo-code is presented that performs dense matching by region growing (first used
in [43]), which is another contribution of this chapter.
3.1 Limiting the search space
In the previous steps, geometric information is recovered from a sparse set of corre-
spondences. These correspondences can also be used to initialize the matching, while
the geometry can be turned into constraints, like the epipolar constraint (see sec-
tion 2.6.2). Often, the image pairs are rectified [22, 67] to exploit this constraint and
speed up matching. This is done by rotating the image planes in 3D until the epipolar
lines become parallel, thus each row on the two images will fall to the same epipolar
line. Figure 3.1 shows an example stereo pair and figure 3.2 the result of rectification.
Fig. 3.1: Wide baseline stereo image pair.
Fig. 3.2: Rectified wide baseline image pair.
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Using the epipolar constraint, the correspondences for an image pair are often stored
as a pixel on the reference frame and motion along the corresponding epipolar line,
as a disparity map. Given a rectified image pair Iri , I
r
j , we search for the function
d(ax, ay) ∈ R, satisfying that for each pixel (ax, ay) ∈ Iri , (d(ax, ay), by) ∈ Irj is the
corresponding pixel. Figure 3.3 shows an example disparity map. The function values
of d are represented by different intensities.
Fig. 3.3: Disparity map. Disparities are displayed by gray levels.
3.2 Components of matching
Dense matching, the core of all dense reconstruction algorithms, is basically search for
corresponding pixels. The search is unavoidable, as the 3D coordinates depend directly
on where the pixels were located on the images. To perform the search, a function is
necessary that for each pixel on one image reacts to the corresponding pixel position on
the other image. Since the only way to tell the best position is based on the similarity
of the intensity function, we need functions, that tell how similar two positions are on
the different images (or how well they correlate). Also, even when using a suitable
similarity function, the search will be ambiguous. We will need to constrain the search,
to select whether to include certain positions or not. The behavior and performance of
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the matching is greatly influenced by these two components: which similarity function
and which constraints are used, and how effective they are on the reconstructed scene.
In this section, traditional similarity or correlation functions are described, together
with a list of useful constraints. While most of the constraints can be enforced directly,
useful solutions emerge from flexible application of a mix of constraints. The proposed
methods in chapter 6 use all of the mentioned constraints. We also introduce more
advanced ones (see section 4.3 and section 5.2) that were designed for wide baseline
images.
3.2.1 Similarity or Correlation functions
The classical way to find correspondences, is to compare square windows around the
candidate pixel pairs. The pixel intensities (or color values) in a window are stored in a
vector, and the similarity or difference of these vectors are scored and compared. The
most basic score is the L1-norm based difference (see 1, Sum of Absolute Differences,
SAD) and the L2-norm based difference (see 2, Sum of Squared Differences, SSD), but
very often linear independence of the vectors are measured by calculating the Zero Mean
Normalized Cross-Correlation (see 3, ZNCC). Considering reliability and computation
cost, in our work, we used a modification of ZNCC (see 3.1) as proposed by Sara et
al. [56].
Let l ∈ Il and r ∈ Ir be the tested pixel positions in the left and right image,
Wl and Wr be windows of relative positions centered at (0, 0) and representing the
matched surroundings of l and r. Let Ml and Mr be the maximum intensity values
in Il and Ir consequently. Let W be a window mapping of Wl → Wr, describing
how the pixel positions should map to the positions on the other image. By de-
fault it is the identity mapping, but we will change this in section 4.3, so this for-
malization will be useful. For example in the case of a 3x3 window W would be:
W = {(−1,−1) → (−1,−1) . . . (+1, +1) → (+1, +1)}. Let us denote the size of the
window by n = |W |. The following similarity functions can be defined:
1. Sum of Absolute differences (SAD)
sad(l, r, W ) =
∑
(pl,pr)∈W |Il+pl − Ir+pr |
n
∈ [0, Ml + Mr]
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2. Sum of Squared differences (SSD)
ssd(l, r, W ) =
∑
(pl,pr)∈W (Il+pl − Ir+pr)
2
n
∈ [0, (Ml + Mr)2]
3. Normalized Cross Correlation (ZNCC)
zncc(l, r, W ) =
cov(l, r, W )√
var(l, Wl) · var(r,Wr)
∈ [−1, 1]
4. Modified Zero Mean Normalized Correlation (MZNCC)
mzncc(l, r, W ) =
2 · cov(l, r, W )
var(l, Wl) + var(r,Wr)
∈ [−1, 1] (3.1)
where l and r are square windows of pixel intensities (or color values) stored
as a vector, cov is the covariance, var is the variance of the vectors, and c the
correlation score.
The common in these functions is that they are relatively reliable, and cheap to
calculate. The main problem with them, however, is that they use fixed pixel order
that does not reflect the importance of pixels within the window. As such they are
quite sensitive to distortions and occlusions. To address this problem, pixel positions
can be weighted (eg. with Gaussian weights), or the window center can be shifted as
suggested by Fusiello et al. [16]. These methods work well in the short baseline case,
but to handle the increased distortion of the wide baseline setup, we present a new
matching technique (see section 4.3).
3.2.2 Matching Constraints
During dense matching, the pixels in a reference image frame are matched to those on
other frames to find corresponding views of 3D scene points. The information stored
in an image pixel is so inadequate (even misleading if radiometric distortion is not
accounted for) that even when pixel surroundings are matched (see 3.2.1) the search
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is highly ambiguous. This is, for one reason due to the difference of viewpoints and
thus part of the problem, an other reason is due to fact that matching local areas are
ambiguous if the area does not hold enough information for localization. An example
to this latter cause is the aperture problem (see [50], and Attneave’s experiment on
human perception [5]). This problems shows that it is difficult to match regions with
low curvature as they can not be located precisely. See figure 3.4.
Fig. 3.4: Aperture problem. Matching edges is ambiguous.
To reduce this ambiguity, the search must be thoroughly constrained by applying
any information that can previously be acquired. The most important constraint is
the epipolar constraint, which reduces the 2D search-space into a single line. (See
figure 2.16.) Other constraints can be conceived based on assumptions about the scene
or more detailed geometric knowledge [64]. Most widely used constraints include:
1. Epipolar constraint: For all xi,xj corresponding pair, x
T
j Fi,jxi = 0 must be satis-
fied, where Fi,j is the 3x3 fundamental matrix of frames i and j.
2. Brightness constancy: For all xi,xj corresponding pair, |Ii(xi) − Ij(xj)| = 0,
where I is the intensity function.
3. Gradient constancy: For all xi,xj corresponding pair, |Ii(xi) −Ij(xj)| = 0,
4. Edge gradient constraint: Physical edges (recognized as disparity jumps) must
coincide with intensity edges
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5. Disparity limit constraint: Disparities along epipolar lines must fall into a prede-
fined limit.
6. Disparity smoothness constraint: For pixels on smooth surfaces, disparities along
epipolar lines must not change quickly.
7. Correlation score limit constraint: The correlation score can not exceed a prede-
fined value (often normalized to window size).
8. Correlation score smoothness constraint: For pixels on smooth surfaces, correla-
tion score must not change abruptly.
9. Ordering constraint: Corresponding pairs along corresponding epipolar lines must
not change order.
10. Uniqueness constraint: Each pixel has only one corresponding pair on an other
frame
11. Mutual correspondence constraint: No matter which frame is set as reference, the
same corresponding pairs must be found.
3.2.3 Post-matching constraints
Beside the constraints that control the forming of the point clouds, there are constraints
that can be used in the case of multiple cameras. These constrains are usually enforced
in a post-processing step, when multiple point clouds are converted into a polygonal
mesh. These constraints operate on a group of points in the joined point cloud, and
decide whether the points will form a cell or be discarded. Some frequently used
constraints are discussed here.
1. visibility constraint A cell that would occlude a 3D point from a camera where
that point is visible can not be formed.
2. fighting polygons Cells that mutually occlude each other can not be formed
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3.3 Frameworks for dense correspondence search
Different frameworks exist for how the search should be performed, but what really
effects the results is the similarity function and the selection of constraint enforced
during the search. These frameworks are summarized as alternatives to the dense
matching problem.
3.3.1 Global energy minimization frameworks
The popular modern framework for dense matching is based on global energy term
minimization [66, 72]. Beside the most common epipolar and brightness constancy
constraints, these methods apply different relaxation terms to reduce ambiguity, favor
smooth surfaces or handle occlusions. These methods have been applied mainly to
short baseline image sequences, but Strecha et al. [66] has shown that by modifying
the uniqueness and the ordering constraints, the framework can also be applied to
high resolution wide baseline images. The drawback of these methods is that they are
controlled by often complex relaxation terms and strive to reach the global minimum
iteratively. As a result, they are difficult to control, and areas that are by nature
impossible to reconstruct are recognized and handled only with great difficulties. Like
other methods, they depend on proper initialization to work.
3.3.2 Visual Hulls
This solution to the matching problem can be used if the scene is composed of well
distinguishable objects. The method starts by segmenting the image into objects,
separating them from the background. The segmentation is performed for all views,
thus the siluettes of the objects is acquired. The matching is done by pairing siluettes
to the same objects, based on shape recognition or using a priori knowledge (eg. there
is only one figure on the scene). With the knowledge of the camera centers, the siluettes
are projected to the scene, forming visual cones. The object lies in the intersection of
the cones, in the visual hull. The cone defines certain siluette contours in space, but not
more, so the rest of the 3D model needs to be refined or interpolated. The advantage
of this method is that it can reduce the necessary search problem into segmenting the
images. (See [63]) Figure 3.5 illustrates the Visual Hulls method (source: [18]).
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Fig. 3.5: Visual Hulls illustration (source: [18])
3.3.3 Local search
The more traditional framework assigns dense correspondences by matching pixel sur-
roundings using an error or correlation function for all possible pixel pairs. These
methods can also exploit the above mentioned constraints, but they face problems in
handling occlusions, distortions or applying smoothness constraints. This family of
dense matching is discussed under short-baseline matching, and have amble literature.
The Scharstein et al. have wrote a taxonomy on several existing dense matching meth-
ods [58], and created a testbed with short baseline images [57]. An implementation of
classical local search can be found in [41].
3.3.4 Region growing frameworks
To cope with the problems of the traditional framework, a region growing scheme was
introduced by Lhuillier et al. [34]. This propagation framework initializes matching by
reliable seed points, and spreads outwards from them. In [43] it was shown that the
framework can also be applied to wide baseline images, if the correlation function is
modified to handle the apparent distortion of wide baseline images. This distortion can
be estimated by an affine transformation and as in [39], a reliable surface smoothness
constraint can be applied during the propagation. Similar method was used in [15],
where the distortion was addressed by calculating plane-induced homographies, but
the region growing framework was used to reconstruct planar surfaces.
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3.4 Dense matching with region growing
In this section a general region growing code is provided for dense matching that will
be referred to in later chapters. A region growing algorithm has three steps.
1. Initialization
2. Growing - propagation
3. Termination
The algorithm starts by labeling seed points and in the iteration step these labels
are expanded over neighboring regions, while a homogeneity condition is maintained.
The expansion continues on unlabeled pixels until the termination condition is not
fulfilled or there are no more unlabeled pixels. When applied to dense matching,
the algorithm’s input is a rectified image pair with seed points selected in the first
image, and matched on the other image. The initialization is usually the result of a
sparse matching algorithm. The domain of the growing is the first (reference) image,
the reference image pixels are going to be labeled. To each reference pixel we assign
properties, for example the disparity (the relative displacement of its corresponding pair
on the other image) and a correlation score that is the result of a similarity function.
There can be other properties assigned to the pixels (see later chapters). In the growing
step the properties of labeled regions are spread to neighboring pixels using a growing
rule. The growing rule will determine the properties of the new pixel based on the
properties of already labeled pixels. It is the termination rule that will determine
whether the properties of the new pixel are eligible to attach it to the region or mark
it inhomogeneous. The propagation of the properties continues on the neighbors of the
regions until all neighbors are labeled. The following pseudo code is a general region
growing algorithm for dense matching.
3.4.1 Region growing pseudo code
Let Il be the left and Ir be the right image, and let Il be the reference image. Let S be
the initial correspondence pair set (p, q) where p ∈ Il and q ∈ Ir are the projections of
the same 3D points on the two views. Let R be the set of labeled regions. Each r ∈ R
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region contains a list of pixels p ∈ Il. Let L be a label image domain Il and values
labbelled, candidate or border.
Let C be the list of candidate pixels p ∈ Il, B be the list of border pixels p ∈ Il, P
be the property list for each pixel p ∈ Il. In this example P consists of a single property
which is the disparity. The seed correspondence for the growing are selected using the
SparseMatching() function. Solution to this problem is summarized in 2.6.2, and is
not discussed here.
//General Initialization
1. C := SparseMatching();
2. R := ∅;
3. B := ∅;
4. C := Il;
5. for each p ∈ C, P (p) = ∅
6. for each p ∈ Il, L(p) = candidate
//Initialize Seed points
7. for each (p, q) ∈ S;
8. begin;
9. R := R ∪ p
10. C := C \ p
11. P (p) := InitializeFromCorrespondences(p, q);
12. L(p) := labeled;
13. (L, C, B) := AddCandidateBordersOf(b)
14. end;
//Region growing
1. while B = ∅
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2. begin;
3. b := SelectElementFrom(B), B := B \ b;
4. (bestregion, property) := SelectBestRegion(b);
5. if not TerminationCondition(property);
6. begin;
7. P (b) := property;
8. B := B \ b
9. bestregion := bestregion ∪ b
10. L(b) := labeled;
11. (L, C, B) := AddCandidateBordersOf(b)
12. end;
13. else begin;




1. borders := CandidateNeighboursOf(p);
2. for each b ∈ borders;
3. begin;
4. L(b) := border
5. C := C \ b
6. B := B ∪ b
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7. end;
8. return (L, C, B);
//SelectBestRegion(p)
1. regions := LabelledNeighboursOf(p);
2. for each r ∈ regions;
3. propertylist := ∅;
4. begin;
5. propertylist := propertylist ∪ PropagateProperties(p, r)
6. end;
7. return BestProperty(propertylist);
In the above code an important part is the PropagateProperties function. This
function performs the propagation of the region properties, in our case it assigns new
correspondences. It takes the disparity of the propagated pixel and searches for the
best disparity of the new pixel (see figure 3.6). In dense matching the search for the
disparity is performed by moving a square window in Ir and comparing the similar-
ity between the window around the pixel in Il using a suitable similarity function (see
section 3.2.1). The function InitializeFromCorrespondences take the seed correspon-
dences and calculate the properties (in this case the disparity) for them. The function
BestProperty is a simple maximum search based on the properties (for example on
the correlation score). SelectElementFrom is a method to chose from a list of ele-
ments, and it is only highlighted because there can be different ways to chose from
a list of borders pixels. It can be a simple FIFO or can take into account properties
for the regions putting them into the list. The functions CandidateNeighboursOf
and LabelledNeighboursOf return a list of pixels that are either marked labeled or
candidate. Examples for the use of this pseudo code can be found in later chapters.
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Fig. 3.6: Disparity propagation. The disparity of the propagated reference pixel is used
in the disparity search for the new pixel.
Chapter 4
Affine Matching
In this chapter, the special problem of matching under wide baseline conditions is
addressed. The term wide baseline and its properties are discussed first, followed
by the proposed solution to the problem. The solution is based on classical dense
matching methods. To problem with the classical methods is that it can not cope with
the problems introduced by wide baseline images, because the similarity functions are
sensitive to geometric distortions. A new similarity function is proposed that extends
the matching functions to be usable under affine distortion. This affine matching
function is integrated into a dense matching framework with special propagation rules.
4.1 Wide Baseline Conditions
Definition - Baseline: The line connecting the projection centers of the cameras is
termed the baseline. For multiple cameras the baseline can be defined pairwise for each
camera pair, but often the baseline of the first and last cameras is considered. The
width of the baseline is the distance of the cameras along the baseline defined either
in metric units or in the relative (scale dependent) units of the reference system.
A great deal of the matching problems can be traced to the difference between
the views, introduced by the width of the baseline. Different viewpoints imply errors
from occlusions, projective distortion and false matches near depth jumps and object
borders. When the viewpoints are close, these problems are present but not critical,
since occlusions and distortions are relatively small. This is not the case when wide
baseline conditions apply. The large baseline creates large occlusions and significant
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distortions. The same physical region looks very different between views. When visual
similarity fails, conventional dense matching methods often lose their ground and give
bad results.
Another important issue is that of the disparity range. In short-baseline stereo,
changes of disparities between views are relatively small, so search areas in dense cor-
respondence are also small. Many of the existing dense matching methods (see [58])
rely on the small size of the search area. Such methods are not prepared for large
baseline images where the disparities may vary in large ranges and thus the search area
is rather large. Although this seems to be a purely technical problem, it is pointed out
later, that limiting the search range through the application of constraints is the key
to a working matching algorithm in the reconstruction context.
Finally, in the wide baseline case the number of potential correspondences drop
drastically, leaving fully or partially occluded areas where 3D information is lost. Also,
it is possible that matching areas - due to the great viewpoint change - will have
significantly different size, amplifying the effects of quantization noise.
As an example to these problems, figures 7.14 and 7.13 compares a disparity map
computed by the proposed algorithm, to the disparity map obtained by a good conven-
tional method [26]. The method [26] can cope with large disparities. It gives assessable
results in the areas of limited geometric distortion but fails when the distortion is large.
This is a typical situation: we do not expect a short-baseline algorithm to fail com-
pletely when applied to wide baseline images with limited depth range. But it will fail
in certain relevant regions, and will lose accuracy and reliability.
Summarizing the above discussion, it can be deduced that specially designed algo-
rithms are required for dense matching in wide baseline stereo.
4.1.1 Why consider Wide Baseline?
Suppose, when taking pictures of a scene for 3D reconstruction, one may have the
liberty to chose viewpoints. An immediate question arises: Why use wide baseline
images if they are so hard to handle?
One reason is that, for mutually visible points, depth can be calculated more ac-
curately from wide baseline images. Figure 4.1 provides an explanation. Consider the
depth change between points P and Q and assume that a single pixel change in dis-
parity registers the minimal measurable change in depth. It is clear that much smaller
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Fig. 4.1: Disparity changes d and d′ corresponding to the same depth change with a
short baseline and with a wide baseline, respectively.
depth changes are measurable with wide baseline than with short baseline. In other
words the depth accuracy is much higher in the wide baseline case.
Another, practical reason for using a wide baseline setup is the number of images
to be acquired, stored and processed for the complete representation of a complex
3D object or scene. Large sets of short-baseline images contain a lot of redundant
information which is not necessary for building the model. By taking properly selected
wide baseline pictures, one can significantly simplify and speed up the acquisition
procedure, or reduce the volume of information to be stored and processed. This is
especially important when designing a 3D acquisition system. A short baseline system
may need to capture 30-50 images, while the same area may be covered by 7-15 images
in wide baseline setup. In the first case it is not only difficult to handle the data and to
achieve good synchrony, but these systems are also inconveniently bulky and expensive.
Great efforts are spent on simplifying the hardware requirements putting more burden
on the software and algorithmic components (partial goal of the Osiris project [3]).
4.1.2 Existing solutions
In spite of the difficulties, algorithms have been designed to address the wide baseline
reconstruction problem.
Lin and Tomasi [35] categorize binocular stereo algorithms according to their mod-
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eling of smooth surfaces, depth discontinuities and occlusion regions.
Occlusion at object boundaries is one of the frequently addressed problems of stereo
matching, and significant progress has been achieved. Methods range from simple
recognition and rejection of occluded pixels by backward matching [67] to much more
sophisticated solutions such as the Confidently Stable Matching by Sara [56] and the
Stratified Dense Matching by Kostkova and Sara [31]. A computationally efficient
approach applicable for a fast stereo solution is using adaptive multiple windows as
proposed by Fusiello [16] and Hirschmüller [26].
Sharp depth discontinuities posed problems for initial maximum-flow-based algo-
rithms [55] that approach dense matching by minimizing energy functionals over the
whole image. Later, more general cost functionals and improved minimization tech-
niques (e.g., multi way cuts [10]) were introduced, which are capable of preserving most
of the discontinuities. However, these algorithms tend to split a slanted surface into
a series of constant-disparity regions; at the same time, they still occasionally miss
significant discontinuities. To cope with the slanted surfaces, Birchfiled and Tomasi [9]
introduced affine parameters describing the displacement function of regions.
In terms of accuracy, energy minimization-based techniques compare favourably
with many other approaches to traditional stereo matching [58]. However, they require
good starting conditions, depending on the conditions can be computationally costly,
and the cost grows dramatically as the number of parameters and the search area
increase. Due to the increased ambiguity, these are hard to use under wide baseline,
only with a good choice of constraints. An example can be seen in [65].
Affine model is a popular approximation to local image distortions among multiple
views. A number of approaches to sparse feature or region correspondence have been
proposed [7, 69, 38, 12]. Using affine invariants, these methods find sparse matches
sufficient for computing the epipolar geometry for widely separated views.
At the same time, the problem of wide baseline dense matching has not received
proper attention. The sparse correspondence methods cannot be used for dense match-
ing since they work with carefully selected regions of certain properties. In addition,
applying these methods to the whole image is not computationally feasible.
In the next sections the problem of matching under wide baseline is discussed to-
gether with a proposed solution to the main problems.
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4.2 Matching under Wide Baseline conditions
Advantages and disadvantages of wide baseline reconstruction have already been in-
troduced in previous sections. (See section 4.1.) The improved accuracy of the recon-
structed 3D coordinates is favorable, but it comes at the cost of a more challenging
matching problem. When images are taken from significantly different viewpoints, two
main problems arise: the views contain increased distortions and more significant oc-
clusions. Both of these factors limit the applicable matching algorithms. For example,
the apparent distortion can be much higher than what the classical correlation based
matching methods can handle. To address these problems they must be understood in
detail. (Radiometric distortion is also effected by the baseline width, but in our light
model (Lambertian surfaces and diffuse light) it has less impact, and is not considered
here.)
4.2.1 Handling Occlusions
As a result of the increased static motion that makes up the binocular parallax in wide
baseline stereo, the foreground objects more easily obscure others in the background,
and self occlusions occur more frequently. Figure 4.2 shows an example of self occlusion
and demonstrates that large parts of background objects can become invisible when
switching to a different viewpoint. These occluded parts are impossible to reconstruct
using the binocular parallax. To reconstruct these object more views are necessary.
Also, self occlusions result in smaller reconstructible object surfaces.
Fig. 4.2: Occluded background.
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This, however, is a feature of the binocular parallax based reconstruction methods,
and must be anticipated. Although, it is only part of the problem. The main problem
of occlusion does not come from missing scene parts, but rather that it is hard to
decide which pixels are occluded, and which are not. During the inherently ambiguous
matching the true positive has to be picked from among many false positives. Detecting
the absence of the true positive is a demanding task.
Other harmful effect of occlusion appear at object borders. In these areas, the
background changes significantly, while the foreground remains. As a result, methods
explicitly matching or otherwise relying on pixel surroundings, may give erroneous
results. See figure 4.3 for illustration.
Fig. 4.3: Distorted window on object borders.
The solution to these problems lie in the direction of understanding the scene struc-
ture. For example, if we expect the scene to contain separate objects at different depth
level, aiming to reconstruct these objects independently can avoid the occlusion prob-
lem. Once an object is found most of the occlusion problem can be reduced to detecting
object borders. (Faugeras et al. presented a method for reducing occlusion problems
that occur at object borders [17], when using classical correlation based methods.)
Generally, it is safer to focusing on reliable image areas and to avoid areas that are
suspected to be occluded. If we can ensure that the reconstructed scenes consist of
these reliable areas, a working solution can be presented.
In practice, it is reasonable to adopt some scene constraint and limiting constraints
(see section 3.2.2) that fit the scene model. These constraints can be used to separate
areas effected by occlusion, determine the matching algorithm behavior on reliable
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parts. For example adaptive use of constraints like surface smoothness, ordering, edge
gradient, correlation score limit and disparity limit work on many scenes, and can help
detect or rule out occlusions.
In our methods we chose to reconstruct continuous surface patches which is a lower
level and thus more easily applied concept, but it effectively avoid occlusion problems.
It can be conveniently implemented using a region growing based matching framework
(see section 3.3), which has the ability to host many constraints that effect occlusion
handling. Our method limit reconstructible scenes to ones that contain objects built
up of continuous surface patches.
4.2.2 Handling Geometric Distortion
Along the increased occlusion problem, wide baseline images contain increased geomet-
ric distortion. It is true to all methods using the binocular parallax, that two views
of a 3D planar surfaces may be distorted by an arbitrary projective transformation.
In the short baseline case, however, these transformations are close to identity, and
cause no problem. This does not stand for wide baseline images. Figure 4.4 shows
an example. It is visible that even on a local scale the distortion is apparent. This
distortion has negative effects an all matching methods that rely on pixel surroundings.
As a result, the disparity search becomes inaccurate, and the score of the true positive
is weakened, making it even more difficult to distinguish from the false ones. Unat-
tended, these drawbacks counter all benefits of wide baseline matching, thus handling
geometric distortion becomes a crucial problem.
Our contribution is a matching method that allows correlation based matching
functions to be used in the dense matching of wide baseline images. This matching
algorithm is described in the next section.
4.3 Affine Matching
As indicated in the previous section, to solve the matching problem in the wide base-
line case, distortion invariant comparison is needed. Methods exist (see [69, 38]) that
are invariant to affine transformations but these are too sparse to be used in dense
matching, since they can be calculated only over specific image areas. The similarity
functions used in classical dense matching rely on fixed pixel positions and perform
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poorly in wide baseline. These, however have the advantages of being computationally
cheap to calculate and giving results in any image part.
See section 3.2.1 for correlation functions. Typical measures are Sum of Absolute
Differences (SAD, see equation 1), Sum of Squared Differences (SSD, see equation 2),
or Normalized Cross-Correlation (NCC, see equation 3) as used in [58]. The values of
these similarity functions will be referred to as correlation scores. In [43], it was shown
that these classical similarity functions can be used in wide baseline matching through
affine approximation of the projective distortion on a local scale.
Consider matching two square window Wl and Wr around pixels l ∈ Il and r ∈
Ir. If we know an affine approximation of the projective distortion, the matching
window can be warped by this affine transformation, and the similarity function can be
calculated on the warped window. In other words instead of computing ssd(l, r, Wl →
Wr) as used in 2, we have to compute ssd(l, r, Wl → AWr), where A is a 2x2 2D affine
transformation matrix.













Let us assume now that the pixels being matched has a locally planar surround-
ing. The perspective distortion between the planar regions can be approximated by a
2D affine transformation. To construct an affine invariant matching we must do the
following. For each searched disparity, search for the best correlation score within a
domain of possible affine parameters. The score of the matching will be the best score
within the search space. This way it is possible to reduce the matching error signifi-
cantly, while determining the affine transformation of the local planar surface in the
same time. Figure 4.4 shows an example. The images on top are difficult to match due
to the high distortion rate. On the lower row however, the distortion is compensated
by an affine transformation and the matching yields a much better correlation score.
This solution has been used before by Gruen [19] and later by Otto and Chau [49]
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Fig. 4.4: Example on affine distortion. From top to bottom: Samples from the orig-
inal image pair, samples from the rectified image pair, and the first rectified image
transformed with affine transformation, to match the second one.
with an iterative process. However, neither of these methods exploited epipolar geom-
etry.
When searching for the affine parameters, we largely increase the search space,
searching for 6 free parameters instead of the original 2. The epipolar constraint is the
most powerful constraint of the reconstruction. By exploiting it, the search space can
be reduced from 6 parameters to only 3 (2 affine parameters and 1 translation) If we
use the rectification methods described in 3.1, the y axis related distortion is bound,
hence in 4.3 a21 = 0, a22 = 1 and d2 = 0. See example in figure 4.4.
To find all parameters with the best score is to solve a non-linear optimization
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problem [9] (even in the reduced 3 parameter search space). We tested more of the
popular methods (Levenberg Marquardt [33], Gradient method), and came to the con-
clusion that in this search space it is faster and more reliable to do exhaustive search
by scanning the parameter domain in discrete steps. The method described above will
be referred to as Affine Matching (AM).
4.3.1 Affine Ambiguity
The basic assumption behind Affine Matching was that the area around the matched
pixels are locally planar. This is not true for most pixel, and even when our basic
assumption is valid, the best affine transformation may not be unique. This may
happen if the texturedness of the matched region does not extend in two dimensions,
for example, if the lower eigenvalue of the second moment matrix is too small. Moreover,
even in a properly textured locations, where one can expect a unique solution there
may be an ambiguity when the position is also changing. As a result, one may find
false positives. The ambiguity introduced by the affine search is referred to as affine
ambiguity. To reduce this ambiguity the solution is to reduce search space with
constraints that are valid.
Depending on the texturedness of the warped correlation window, there might be
more local peaks in the correlation score function, or the peeks might be indistinct. If
the texturedness is expressed with the local structure matrix as in [62], it can be said
that the second eigenvalue of the local structure matrix must be high enough to ensure
a unique affine match. Loosely speaking, if the texturedness does not extend into two
principal dimensions, the affine ambiguity may be significant.
To address ambiguity, we may use a set of constraints described in the next sub-
sections.
4.3.2 Affine Constraints
To construct a dense matching solution that uses AM effectively with minimal ambi-
guity, we must study properties and behavior of the best affine parameters on different
scenes. Conclusions can be expressed in the form of constraints that can either help or
give conditions for the successful matching.
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Local planarity
To match correlation windows and for successful affine approximation of the projective
distortion, we must presume that the scene is built up of small, locally planar surface
patches. This scene constraint will be referred to as local planarity constraint. It
is visible that AM will only work on scenes or objects satisfying this constraint.
Affine smoothness
The apparent projective distortion can change from window to window, but the distor-
tions in adjacent windows are expected to be similar. Indeed, if we process a smooth
3D surface, we can expect the approximating affine transformation to change smoothly.
Similar to the disparity smoothness constraint described in 3.2.2, this constraint im-
plicitly states that surface orientation changes in a correlation window is limited. Fig-
ure 4.5 shows an example. It is visible that patches of similar orientation are distorted
similarly.
The impact of this constraint is significant. If a reliable affine match is established,
it effectively limits affine search in surrounding pixels, reducing both ambiguity and
computation cost.
Affine edge limit
Previously, we studied behavior on a smooth surface, but object borders must also be
examined. A visible edge on an image may represent one of four physical phenomena.
It is either a change in surface texture, a shadow edge, an object surface edge or an
occlusion edge. On static scenes, the first two does not influence affine distortion, since
the surface orientation does not change. The third case separates two surface patches
of different orientation (see figure 4.7 for example). The last case is experienced on the
borders of the projected object siluettes (figure 4.3 is an example).
In the last two cases, if the edge is approached from either neighboring surface
patch, a discontinuity is experienced in the affine transformation parameters. As a
result, edges can be detected by noticing abrupt changes in the best affine parameters.
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Affine disparity smoothness
When matching adjacent pixels, the change in disparity is not independent of the
matched affine transformation. In fact, as shown in [39], a reliable affine match can be
used to determine or give a good initial guess on the disparity of surrounding pixels.
As a result, the disparity smoothness constraint can be reinterpreted: on a smooth
surface, the disparity must not deviate from the value specified by the matched affine
transformation.
The use of this constraint in practice will be illustrated later on this chapter (see
section 4.4.2).
Affine visibility
Although, we aim to reduce the effect of geometric distortion, it is impossible to be
prepared for degenerate cases. If the distortion is too strong, information vital for the
matching is lost. Extending affine parameter search to these cases will yield a high
number of false positives. Instead of trying to match all distortions, it is reasonable
to limit search to distortions that do not considerably reduce information, and use
correlation score limit constraint to detect extreme cases. These degenerate distortions
occur if the matched surface patches are visible from one viewpoint and near invisible
from the other. By limiting possible affine distortions we implicitly place a limit on
the orientation change of mutually visible surfaces patches.
4.3.3 Relation to other constraints
Some other constraints mentioned in section 3.2.2 are connected to AM. Some has
increased importance others become obsolete, or inappropriate. Constraints mentioned
here play a part in the construction of a dense matching algorithm.
Relation to texturedness constraint
Intensity and color homogeneity is the main source of ambiguity for vision based mea-
surement. Without a minimal texturedness it is impossible to match pixels uniquely
between views, thus the binocular parallax will not yield a single 3D coordinate.
In AM, the affine parameters are found through matching, so the need for textured-
ness is more intense. The different distortions of a window will not be indistinguishable
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if there is no change in texture in at least two independent directions in the texture
domain. This is similar to the aperture problem 3.2.2.
If the texturedness of a window is expressed in form of eigenvalues of the local
structure matrix as in [62] , it can be said that the smaller eigenvalue of the local
structure matrix has to be high for an unambiguous affine match. This is a limitation
of the method, but fortunately the use of affine smoothness constraint reduces ill effects
by providing prior information on the expected parameters.
Relation to disparity smoothness constraint
In classical dense matching, neighborhood information on the disparities was expressed
in the form of the disparity smoothness constraint. This constraint reduces the space of
disparity search on smooth object surfaces. However, since there is no information on
the surface curvature, the search space must be kept a safe size. In AM, the appearance
of the surface itself is approximated, so there is a much stronger limit on the disparity.
As a result, affine disparity smoothness obsoletes the original constraint.
4.4 Dense Affine Matching
To use AM for dense matching, a suitable dense matching framework must be selected.
Since the computation cost of AM is high, the method must exploit the affine con-
straints. For both efficiency and usability reasons, the region growing framework (see
section 3.4) was selected for the proposed method. The drawback of being dependent
on seed points, is counterbalanced by the versatility to incorporates most constraints.
The proposed Affine Dense Matching method is based on the affine smoothness and
the affine edge limit constraints. The steps of the region growing algorithm is discussed
in separate subsections. This dense matching algorithm will be referred to as Dense
Affine Mathing or DAM.
4.4.1 Initialization of Seeds, Sparse Affine Matching
According to the proposed region growing code (see section 3.4.1) an initial sparse
corresponding pair set is necessary. For this, we propose a sparse matching solution
using affine matching.
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Fig. 4.5: Seed point and best matching affinely distorted windows for them.
First, we need to select a sparse set of pixels in the reference image to be matched.
To address ambiguity, the texturedness constraint is applied and the seeds, and only
well textured corner points are selected. KLT [62] or other corner detectors can be used
for this purpose. The surroundings of these seed pixels are matched on the other image
using Affine Matching. Since the reliability of the seeds is crucial, only transformations
that are presumed visible are tried (affine visibility constraint) and inconsistent or
unreliable matches are discarded (using disparity consistency and correlation score
limit constraints). Figure 4.5 shows examples on seed selection. It can be seen that
surfaces of similar orientation has similar distortions in the views.
4.4.2 Affine propagation
The second step of region growing as described in section 3.4.1 is the propagation of
parameters. In the mentioned section the only parameter was disparity, optionally the
correlation score. With affine matching, the properties of the affine transformation
can also be propagated. By matching seed points with AM, the best estimation of the
distortion is found and stored. As the distortion itself holds information on physical
surfaces of the 3D objects, they can be exploited to improve accuracy and reliability
of the classical dense matching algorithms significantly.
To respond correctly to smooth and rough surfaces, edges and depth discontinuities,
we have to understand what happens with the best affine parameters and the disparity
at these locations. In this section, we analyze the mechanism of affine propagation.
We propose a procedure in which the affine parameters drive the propagation in order
to reconstruct continuous surface patches.
To describe the procedure, we exploit two constraints for the propagation and the
termination rules. The propagation rule is defined by the affine smoothness constraint.
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Propagation rule
If we consider the pseudo code in section 3.4.1, the propagation rule is used in the
function PropagateProperties in line 5. According to the affine smoothness constraint,
the affine approximation of the distortion on the same surface is changing smoothly.
That is, the search for the best affine parameters in AM can be limited to an interval
around the propagated affine parameters. The disparity propagation can also benefit
from the affine parameters. The affine parameters determine the disparities for the
surrounding pixels. Instead of the original values, the affinely distorted disparities are
propagated and the best solution is searched for. This way both the propagated affine
parameters and disparity are refined to better fit the surface.
Figure 4.6 illustrates the propagation process. Here l1 is the currently propagating
pixel, d its disparity, b the candidate border pixel, dγ the disparity for b estimated
with the affine parameters of l1. The same figure exemplifies the transformations
tested in the immediate neighborhood of dγ if a11 and a12 are the best parameters
for a window around l, Wl. So in PropagateProperties according to AM a brute
force search is performed with disparity and two affine parameters starting form the
propagated values. The parameters of this search are the range for the parameter
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Fig. 4.6: Disparity propagation.
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Termination rule
In the propagation step the best disparity and affine parameters are determined. The
propagation stops when the propagated values are not applicable any more. In the
pseudo code in section 3.4.1, the propagation rule is used in the function
TerminationCondition in line 5. The termination can be tied to any property. This
is directly connected to what constraint do we use in the matching. If we use the (cor-
relation score limit) we must check the correlation score for the new pixel and reject if
the score is low. Similarly the termination condition can be formed by the affine edge
limit constraint. The reasoning behind using this constraint follows.
Ideally, different surface orientations across an edge, or a mismatch at a depth
discontinuity will gradually distort the affine parameters and change the disparity more
than what is expected from the surface orientation. Figure 4.7 shows an example of the
corner, e, of a brick wall. a and b are square windows, a′ and b′ the best matching affine
transformations. It is hard to decide what is the best for c though. The marked side
of a brick, f , shows that the a′ transformation is no longer the best. If we move closer
to the edge, even b′ will over-perform a′. This deviation from the expected parameter
values can be detected.
On the other hand, when stepping on a smooth surface, the best affine transfor-
mation and the disparity change gradually. Even on a rough surface similar affine





Fig. 4.7: Affine matching across a corner.
These observations can be incorporated in the termination rules. First of all, the
window size must be adjusted based on what is considered a surface edge or a minor
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roughness. Then affine parameters that are not close to the propagated values must
be checked in AM. Should the intensive change of the parameters yield better results
than the small refinement, the propagation must be stopped.
4.4.3 Affine refinement
The deviation from the expected disparity can be determined with sub-pixel precision
by fitting a quadratic curve (see section 6.1.2). If the propagation is done with 4-
neighbors in the reference image, the change in affine parameters can be calculated
without ambiguity. In this way the affine parameters can be refined throughout the
propagation. Care must be taken, though, not to adjust the parameters too quickly,
as any errors at this level will accumulate over the window.
This method effectively spreads the parameters of a seed on smooth surface and
stops on borders. Since the absence of seed points results in missing surfaces, many
seeds are needed for a complex object. To make sure that the best parameters will be
used, we use the best-first strategy as in [49] to choose from the available pixels to
propagate.
Dense Affine Matching Example
Figure 4.8 shows results of DAM. It is visible that the resulting 3D model contain
smooth surface patches around seed points.
The use of AM significantly reduce matching error caused by distortion. The prop-
agating scheme also makes it quite sensible to abrupt changes in surface orientation,
which is welcomed in case of occlusion edges. One of the major drawbacks however,
is the inherent dependence on seed points, which makes the method perform badly on
scenes consisting of many small surface patches.
4.5 Discussion
In its basic idea, our method is similar to the one developed by Otto and Chau [49].
They use affine model and region growing to match affinely distorted terrain images.
Region growing has also been successfully applied to short-baseline dense matching by
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Fig. 4.8: Result of Affine Matching, 3D representation.
Lhuillier [34]. However, our algorithm operates in a different way and is applied to
essentially different type of data.
More specifically, Otto and Chau [49] use the Adaptive Least Squares Correlation
approach developed by Gruen [19] for matching aerial photographs. Gruen’s algorithm
compensates for affine distortions by iteratively searching for the best affine parameters.
In [49], this procedure was incorporated in a region growing framework. Terrain surfaces
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are not smooth; occlusions and sharp depth discontinuities are not typical. Disparities
may be large, but relative depth changes and affine distortion are limited.
Otto and Chau’s method does not fully exploit the epipolar geometry: less strict
geometric constraints are considered. No smoothness assumption is used, resulting in a
totally different criterion for pixel propagation: Otto and Chau grow a region if reliable
matching of a neighbor is possible; we use rectified images and grow a region according
to the two affine parameters, if matching is possible and smoothness is preserved.
The terrain images processed in [49] are not wide baseline images. They cannot
be efficiently modeled by large piecewise-smooth surfaces. The only reason for taking
affine distortion into account is the high precision required. The images we process are
indoor or outdoor wide baseline images for which smooth surfaces, depth discontinuities




In previous chapters we focused on dense matching as part of the reconstruction pro-
cess, but did not emphasis its possible connection to other parts. We discussed dense
matching as an independent image processing task that combined with geometrical
knowledge of the cameras can be used to calculate 3D points. However, the only ap-
pearance of this geometrical knowledge during the matching was the epipolar geometry
which is only a portion of the necessary information needed to create 3D models. In this
chapter, we introduce a more accurate dense matching algorithm by fusing available
geometrical knowledge into dense matching.
This matching method has been published in [40] and in [45]. We show that by
using calibration data, the surface normals for matched points are computable from
the affine distortion of the views. The normals can be used to form novel matching
constraints. We applied these constraints in a novel dense matching solution named
Normal Aided Matching.
5.1 Geometry and matching
To use binocular parallax in 3D model building, corresponding point pairs and the
camera parameters are needed. In section 2.6.2 we summarized methods used to acquire
camera parameters, while dense matching provides the corresponding pairs. The 3D
model is created by using the result of the two steps. However, in the dense matching
step only the geometry of the image planes are used, the camera parameters are not.
Section 2.6.2 explains how the geometry of the image planes is used to aid the search
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efforts for corresponding pairs. Methods in chapter 2 use rectification to fuse epipolar
geometry into a purely image processing task.
Dense matching itself is responsible for calculating the geometry of the scene, but all
rules controlling the algorithms stem from visual clues and have only implicit effect on
the scene geometry. The more powerful of these rules are the smoothness constraints.
These enforce smoothness in the sense that local change on the views must relate to
the change in the scene, but the exact nature of this relationship is unknown and more
importantly bound by the resolution of the measurement. Method AM in chapter 4
approximates this relationship closely, but it also is based on visual clues and thus is
inherently biased. If we are to create a rule that draws constraints from the scene
geometry, this relationship must be further examined.
5.1.1 Surface Normals
Surface normals are 3D vectors, perpendicular to the tangent plane to a point on a
3D surface. Being important features, normals are well known to fields like computer
graphics, geometrical modeling or computer aided design. View synthesis of 3D models
rely on normals to calculate the intensity and color of light rays reflected from a surface
point. Normals are especially useful when visualizing smooth surfaces, since surface
smoothness can be expressed with normals.
Definition - smooth surface: A surface which has a tangent plane at each point,
and for which the direction of the normal to this plane is a continuous function of the
point of tangency.
This smoothness definition could also be useful in dense matching, if normals could
be calculated from visual clues. In this chapter this problem is addressed and normals
are used as a reliable source for a smoothness constraint.
5.1.2 Estimating Surface Normals
Surface normal estimation from visual clues is the basis for many Shape-from-Texture
and Shape-from-Shading methods (see [64, 67]). These methods address the problem
of 3D reconstruction from visual clues, even from single view images. In Shape-from-
shading a specific light model is assumed and surface normals are estimated from
intensity transitions, while Shape-from-Texture rely on patterns and their orientation.
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Both fields use methods that estimate a normal vector field first, and the shape of scene
objects are computed from constraints enforced by the normals. These methods work
under strict conditions and use strong heuristics.
We calculate normals, to improve the accuracy of our dense matching method.
In our case, visual clues are the result of AM, estimated affine distortions. Affine
distortions have been used before in Shape-from-Texture to calculate surface normals
if a reference shape was provided [36]. Instead of this reference shape, we use calibration
data to calculate the normals.
Let us assume we have two images created by identical cameras from different
viewpoints. The images are already rectified, i.e., the image planes are transformed to
be coplanar, the corresponding epipolar lines coincide, and the epipoles are at infinity.
We also assume that we know the (rectified) principal points (the orthogonal projections
of the camera centers to the rectified viewing plane) and the camera focal distances.
Consider the projections of a 3D surface patch onto the two images and the approx-
imate affine transformation that distorts one projection into the other one. Our goal
is to estimate the normal vector in the center of the surface patch. This normal vector
computation has been presented in [40] and in [45], and is discussed next.
5.2 Using Surface Normals in Matching
Figure 5.1 explains our basic notations. The two rectified cameras project the view to
the common viewing plane. We choose the global coordinate system such that direction
x is the horizontal, y is the view-up direction and −z is the common viewing direction.
The origin is set so that the third coordinates of the camera centers are zero. The
common focal distance of the cameras is denoted by f .
In the viewing plane we define two co-ordinate systems for the images of the two
cameras. The origins are the principal points and the axes point in x and y directions,
respectively. For the simpler calculations, we use homogeneous coordinates for the
images; the third coordinate is always −f .
Throughout this section we use lower indices to indicate the coordinate index of
vectors, and upper indices to separate variables belonging to the first or the second
image. For an arbitrary point p = (p1, p2, p3) of the scene, denote its two images by
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Im1(p) and Im2(p). By the projection
Im1(p) =
f
−p3 (p − c
1) and Im2(p) =
f
−p3 (p − c
2). (5.1)
Assume that we are observing the small neighborhood of a point p in a smooth surface;
moreover, the relation between the neighborhoods of Im1(p) and Im2(p) is approximated
by an affine transformation. Represent the transformation by a 3 × 3 matrix M ; if q
is in the neighborhood of p, then Im2(q) ≈ MIm1(q). Since the cameras are rectified,








5.2.1 Calculating Normal Vector at p
Let q = (q1, q2, q3) be an arbitrary point in the neighborhood of p. Then



















Im1(q) = (M − I) · q3
f
Im1(q) =
= (M − I)(c1 − q). (5.2)
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The same holds for p as well; taking differences,
(M − I)(q − p) =
⎛
⎜⎝




⎟⎠ (q − p) ≈ 0. (5.3)
Therefore, the vector (m1 − 1, m2, m3)T is always perpendicular to q − p, so this is the
normal vector of the observed surface patch.
5.2.2 Normal calculation in practice
Using the notation of chapter 4, the locally estimated affine transformation is a 2 × 2





. To calculate normals in that notation, consider the the
corresponding 2D point pair (u, v) belonging to the 3D point p, in their original image
coordinate systems. For a p̂ in the vicinity of p,
A(û − u) + u + d ≈ v̂, (5.4)
where û and v̂ are the projections of p̂, and d = v−u is the disparity in u. If o1 and o2
denote the 2D principal points, then the matrix M can be given by m1 = a1, m2 = a2,
m3 =
(A(û − o1) − (v̂ − o2))1
f
, (5.5)
where (b)a means the a
th coordinate of vector b.
To calculate affine transformation from the normals consider the normal n in the
3D point p. The affine transformation for a given corresponding pair (u, v) belonging
to p can be written as a1 = n1s + 1, a2 = n2s, where
s =
((o2 − o1) − d)1
fn3 − n1(u − o1)1 − n2(u − o1)2 . (5.6)
5.2.3 Normal based constraints
In Affine Matching (AM), pixels were matched by correlating a set of distorted windows
around the pixels, and selecting parameters with the best correlation score. As shown
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in section 5.2.2, given a surface normal, the apparent distortion of the surface can be
calculated using the camera parameters. Thus instead of searching a fixed set of affine
parameters, different normal directions can be tried. The windows are distorted and
matched according to the normal directions, and the best matching normal is selected.
The cost of Normal Aided Matching (NAM) is similar to that of AM. It has the
same degrees of freedom, and the windows can be efficiently distorted by previously cal-
culated rotation matrices. Even so, like AM, NAM makes the search time-consuming,
so the search space should be reduced as much as reasonably possible. Thorough search
for general directions should be limited to extreme cases (like seed point matching),
but brute search on a small set of rotations is feasible. Also, the use of normals opens
new ways to create constraints. We introduce the following novel constraints:
Normal Smoothness constraint.
As in the case of AM, search space reduction is crucial for both computation cost and
ambiguity reduction. Similar to the affine smoothness constraint, surface normals can
be used to devise a geometrically more sound constraint. The Normal Smoothness
Constraint states that on a smooth surface the surface normals change smoothly. Like
affine smoothness, this constraint can effectively reduce search space in a propagation
mechanism.
Surface Curvature constraint.
What is more, we can now give a limit on the curvature of the reconstructed surface
patches, which is a more comprehensible propagation parameter. This constraint states
that the supposed curvature of the surface determines the range of normals to be
searched.
Normal based Disparity Smoothness constraint.
Also, as in section 4.3.2, the previous constraint implies a new disparity smoothness
constraint, and can be used to replace disparity search in the propagation. This con-
strain states that the disparity of surrounding pixels can be well approximated from
the surface normal. On a smooth surface the disparity can not be far from what is
calculated form the normal.
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Normal Visibility constraint.
In previous methods, using no calibration in dense matching, the only way to enforce
visibility was the disparity limit constraint. With the knowledge of surface normals, a
new visibility constraint can be constructed. Since the surface normals are calculated
relative to the reference frame, we can tell which normal directions represent visible
surface patches. Normals pointing away from the image planes or directions close to
perpendicular to the principal axes can be ruled out. It can also be used to create a
confidence measure that shows how reliably the view angles fall to the given surface
patch.
5.3 Normal Aided Matching
In our method, we use the region growing framework in section 3.4. The input for the
algorithm is a pair of rectified image frames.
5.3.1 Initialization of Seeds
First well structured seed points are located on the reference (e.g. left) frame, using the
KLT Corner Detector [62]. Seeds with high KLT score have amble structuredness in
two independent directions, which ensures reliable matching and low affine ambiguity.
It is important that there are enough seeds, and that they are well scattered on the
scene. This can be achieved by selecting a given number of best scoring KLT corners
that are not too close to each other. After seed selection, corresponding pairs for the
seeds are searched for on the other frame by Normal Aided Matching. Among the more
important constraints the disparity limit, the mutual correspondence and the normal
visibility constraints are enforced.
As in section 3.4.1, to initialize the region growing, the reference coordinates of the
seed pair set is stored in a priority queue of border pixels, ordered by correlation score.
The propagation starts from the best scoring seed. In each step, the best reference
pixel is taken from the queue and is marked as labeled. It is than compared with
unlabeled neighbor pixels on the reference frame. The comparison is initialized by a
propagation rule, which usually exploits a smoothness constraint. Finally a termination
rule is applied by testing certain conditions. If these conditions are not fulfilled, the
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candidate pixel is pushed into the border queue. The algorithm continues, until there
are pixels in the border queue. The propagation and termination rules are discussed
in the next subsections.
5.3.2 Propagating normals
As a propagation rule, we refine the surface normal of the propagated pixel, by rotating
it with a small angle. (E.g., stepping from 1◦ up to 5◦.) We score the normals by using
ZNCC after calculating the implied affine transformation and disparity change like
in 4.4.2. The best scoring direction will be the refined normal in the current position.
Fig. 5.2: Left: Refinement of normal vectors. Right: Normal vectors near edges.
To define the termination rule, we rotate the normal in a larger coaxial circle around
itself (20–40◦). If the rotated normals performed better than the refined one, it means
that the surface normal changed significantly, indicating that we moved over an edge.
(See illustration in figure 5.2.)
Compared to DAM in section 4.4.2, in each growing step of NAM the normals
are propagated instead of affine distortion matrices. The control parameters for the
propagation and termination rules are set in much more understandable angles.
Further constraints can be incorporated into the propagating rule and the termi-
nation rule to improve reliability of the matching. In our tests we used gradient con-
stancy and correlation score smoothness constraints. Also, we found it useful to match
only pixels with at least a slight structural information in the matching window. The
reference frame is filtered before the matching by setting a threshold on the smaller
eigenvalue of the local structure matrix [62]. This reduces affine ambiguity caused by
untextured regions.
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5.3.3 Normal Calculation Example
The example shows the results of normal vector calculation for a flat surface slanted
by a known angle. See figure 5.3. A random texture was projected on the surface, to
enable the matching. The calculated normals are shown for the seed points in figure 5.4.
Fig. 5.3: Slanted surface with random texture.
Compared with the affine method the improvement in smoothness and accuracy is
visible on the reconstructed surface (see figures 5.5 and 5.6)
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Fig. 5.4: Calculated normals for the seed points.
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Fig. 5.5: Reconstructed surface with affine DAM(top) and NAM(bottom)
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Fig. 5.6: Reconstructed surface close up with DAM(top) and NAM(bottom)
Chapter 6
Software System for Reconstruction
In this chapter, a working system is introduced that has been developed in MTA-
SZTAKI and KF-GAMF. The system is built upon internal development efforts (using
the work of Dmitry Chetvericov, Zsolt Jankó, Géza Kós, Csaba Kós and the author)
and public domain function libraries. It offers solutions for the important steps of
the reconstruction process from raw images to the visualization of the triangulated 3D
mesh. The system was designed with the purpose of providing a research framework for
individual subproblems. This framework was used to obtain results with the previously
introduced dense matching solutions. We will refer to the system as SceneRec.
6.1 The SceneRec system
The SceneRec system was built to be highly modular, which is more suitable for research
purposes. Each module is responsible for a major step in the reconstruction process.
Between the modules, general interfaces were defined, for flexible interchangeability
of the implementations. The modules were connected with a global user interface
and a script library that allowed interaction and evaluation of internal results. The
implementation tools used by the modules were left open for higher flexibility. As a
result, the system incorporates code written in C, C++, Java, Tcl, Octave (Matlab),
bash and was later augmented with components in LabView. The system uses external
libraries for image processing and mathematic functions including libtiff, MatPack,
LinAlg, Gnu Scientific Library, OpenCV, and image processing libraries implemented
by Dmitry Chetvericov and by the author. While the initial purpose was purely research
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oriented, it is now a goal to use the system in education as both a demonstration tool
and as a framework into which minor image processing tools can be integrated (eg.
tools written by students). Further, the methods can be used in connection with
other applications, related to 3D reconstruction and depth estimation from cameras.
Potential examples to this are the camera related projects conducted by KF-GAMF
and by MTA-SZTAKI.
6.1.1 SceneRec modules and interfaces












A graphical user interface was implemented in tcl for the most common usage of the
modules, and so were various scripts for advanced functionality (like result analysis
tools). Each module connects to the other with an interface consisting of images and
ASCII metadata files.
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6.1.2 Module implementations
Pre-processing module
Before the images are processed by the reconstruction, there is an option to enhance the
images. Several enhancement algorithms have been tested including adaptive and non
adaptive histogram equalization, high pass and high boost filters (Laplacian, DoG, LoG,
unsharp masking). Using the implementations of Dmitry Chetverikov and external
open source libraries.
Initial correspondences module
For the estimation of the epipolar geometry, sparse initial matching is required. This
module was responsible for providing a list of corresponding points. The implementa-
tion included Harris and KLT feature detectors, and the KLT tracker [8]. The tracker
was successfully applied on short baseline images. However, as a fall back solution for
wide baseline images, an interactive point selection tool was also implemented, com-
bined with a refinement function. This latter function used template matching to refine
the correspondences into sub-pixel accurate matches. The output of the initial corre-
spondence module was used both for building the epipolar geometry and to provide
seed points for the dense matching. The number of the matched points was selectable,
typical values were between 50 and 200 in the case of the tracker, and 20-50 in the
interactive case.
Epipolar geometry module
This module was responsible for acquiring the necessary geometric information that was
later used in the dense matching steps. The module had alternative functionality. As
the first option it was capable of using the initial correspondences to build the epipolar
geometry by computing the fundamental matrix. More algorithms were implemented,
including the 8 point algorithm using RANSAC (see [23, 22]), the Gold Standard [64]
and the LMedS algorithms. The latter uses a robust outlier rejection based on the
Least Median Squares method (see [54]). The average error of the reconstruction was
a good indication of the reliability of the fundamental matrix, therefore it was possible
to iteratively improve the accuracy by repeating steps from the previous and present
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modules. In general, for the tracked points the best solution was the LMedS estimator.
The interactively selected points were best processed by the Gold Standard algorithm.
As an alternative to the fundamental matrix estimator, this module was also re-
sponsible for interpreting the results of calibration algorithms including the automatic
calibration tool of Csaba Kós that implemented the solution of Hartley et al. [22]
and manual calibration functions implemented with OpenCV [11]. Tools for visual
assessment of the fundamental matrix quality was also implemented. (Most recently a
LabView tool was created to check corresponding epipolar lines for selected points).
Rectification module
The fundamental matrix estimated by the previous module was used to rectify the
images. This process applies transformations on the images so that the image planes
become coplanar, as in the canonical configuration. The advantage of this configuration
is that the epipolar lines become collinear thus the matching can be speed up by row
wise search implementations. An other advantage of the rectification (as explained in
chapter 4) is that it reduces the distortion between the images, since vertical distortion
is eliminated. However, since the rectification transformation is not unique, different
algorithms exist to compute it from the fundamental matrix. Algorithms were imple-
mented according to solutions in [67, 22]. For our purposes, the best choices are linear
ones (see chapter 5).
Dense matching module
Implementation of the dense matching module was targeted to incorporate research
result. For reference, several classical dense matching algorithm were implemented [16,
17, 26, 64]. These algorithm used row wise template matching with different error
and similarity functions (including SAD, SSD, ZNCC, MZNCC), using running filter
speedup option. Some solutions were implemented for handling object borders and
occlusions, including adaptive windows proposed by Faugeras et. al. [17]. However, the
main part of the dense matching module is the general region growing framework, which
allowed the implementation of classical and advanced matching algorithms, including
the two solutions discussed in chapter 4 and chapter 5.
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Seeds selection module
Region growing (in general) requires seed points to initialize the propagation, in the
current case it requires seed correspondences. Well featured candidates for the seed
correlations were selected on the reference image by the seed selection algorithms of
initial correspondence module. The selected pixels were matched with thorough search
to find the best corresponding pairs and starting parameters for the propagation.
Fig. 6.1: Sample images from Salt test dataset (see section 7.1.3) with seed points and
affine distortion
The region growing module
The framework itself allows the use of different propagation constraints, termination
conditions and similarity functions, and gives an option on the region growing algo-
rithm. The base of the framework is the algorithm presented in section 3.4.1. All pixels
of the reference image are put in the unprocessed list. One by one, the seeds are put
into a list of processed pixels, storing the corresponding pair and other parameters with
them. When a pixel is put into the processed pixel list, its non labeled neighbors (using
either 4 or 8 connectivity in CandidateNeighboursOf function) are put in the border
list. The propagation starts by selecting a member of the border list and trying to
propagate parameters of all neighboring processed pixels (opposite connectivity). How
this candidate is selected, is based on the strategy in SelectElementFrom function.
If the oldest member of the list is selected (FIFO), the growing of the region will be
even. However, since this is a matching algorithm, we have a score of the matching
quality for each processed pixel that is by large comparable within the same reference
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image. A better strategy arise from using the matching score to sort the candidates,
and select the best from the list (Best First strategy). In this latter case the images
are stored in a priority queue.
The propagation itself first check the fulfillment of prior conditions on the prop-
agation parameters, then perform the constrained refinement of the parameters, and
finally verify the posterior and termination conditions (with the TerminationCondition
function). The checks and refinement steps allow application of a wide range of con-
straints. The constraint refinement itself widens the matching using the results of the
surrounding pixels. The termination condition must be phrased with great care to
avoid overflowing. Ideally, the algorithm should propagate the parameters as long as
the parameters are fit for the current object surface. The propagation should recognize
object borders, and stop propagation. The whole algorithm stops when all candidates
are processed. However, usually there remain pixels in the non-processed list. It is an
option to iterate the region growing algorithm by selecting seeds from the remaining
list and start the propagation from them. The presented results are the result of a
single region growing iteration to better analyze its working.
Matching function implementations
The above framework is well suited to implement a wide range of region growing based
dense matching algorithms, and especially suited to study the effect of different con-
straints mentioned in section 3.2.2, in section 4.3.2 and in section 5.2.3.
Besides the advanced algorithms discussed in previous chapters, a classical matching
algorithm was also implemented in this framework, using the same basic constraints:
• Epipolar constraint
• Edge gradient constraint
• Disparity limit constraint
• Disparity smoothness constraint
• Correlation score limit constraint
• Correlation score smoothness constraint
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• Uniqueness constraint
• Mutual correspondence constraint




In the classical implementation the propagated values assigned to labeled reference
pixels were the disparity to the corresponding pair, and the correlation score. The
most important constraints were the disparity limit constraint, and the correla-
tion score smoothness constraints. These two constraints form a basic matching
algorithm. In the propagation step the disparity of the propagated pair is refined by
searching within a limited range using MZNCC, ZNCC, SAD or SSD measures. The
propagation is stopped if the correlation score drops below a predefined threshold.
In the affine matching case the set of parameters assigned to each labeled pixel on
the reference image contain the disparity of the corresponding pair on the matched




• Affine edge limit
• Affine disparity smoothness
• Affine visibility
The most important constraints were the Affine disparity smoothness, the Affine
smoothness, the correlation score limit and the Affine edge limit constraints.
The propagation refines the disparity and the affine parameters using affine matching.
Alternative affine matching implementations are available regarding parameter search
( discrete search, simplex or Levenberg Marquardt method [33]) as well as similarity
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function. After the refinement, the actuality of the affine parameters is checked using
affine search on a rougher scale. A set of affine parameters prove inappropriate if the
rougher search provide better parameters than the refined ones. The scale of the rough
search determines the maximum roughness of the reconstructed surface. The range of
both the refinement and actuality tests are parameters, which influence the workings
of the matching.
The final dense matching implementation was the normal aided matching. Know-
ing some internal camera parameters (like focal length), this method calculates the
normal vector for each pixel from the affine distortion parameters (see chapter 5). The
additional constraints were:
• Local planarity
• Normal Smoothness constraint
• Normal based Disparity Smoothness constraint
• Normal Visibility constraint
During the region growing, the propagated values were the same as in the case
of affine matching, however the constraints controlling the propagation was based on
the change of the normal vector. This not only made the algorithm parameters more
understandable, it also provided unbiased control on the refinement and the actual
parameters. The result in general was smoother surfaces. The implementation itself
used the same algorithms as the affine matching, however, with normal calculation
included, and propagation control functions replaced. The result of this module was a
disparity map between the input images.
Coordinate triangulation and visualization module
The final module of the reconstruction software is the triangulation and visualization
module. The disparity map in itself is only a projective model of the scene. To upgrade
it into an Euclidean model triangulation is required (see section 2.6.4). The result of
the triangulation is a point cloud in the Euclidean coordinate system aligned to the
reference camera, with texture coordinates for each point on reference image. This is
the chance to collect all point clouds reconstructed from different image pairs of the
same scene, therefore the module consist of a simple utility that can scale, rotate and
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translate the different point clouds to align them to the selected coordinate system.
The alignment transformation is obtained from camera calibration.
In case of erroneous calibration data, some additional refinement is possible using
the Trimmed Iterative Closest Point (Trimmed ICP) algorithm [13]. This refinement
tries to fit the point cloud by minimizing Euclidean distance on the overlapping portion
of the point sets. The result of the refinement can be used to refine the calibration
for iterative algorithms. The joined point cloud can be prepared for visualization.
This, by large means the conversion of the point cloud into polygon model using mesh
triangulation. However, since the point cloud at this point contains a large number
of points (depending on the resolution and number of images, may be millions) with
large overlapping rate, it is reasonable to decimate the points before triangulation. The
triangulation tool was implemented by Geza Kós based based on [30]. The result of
the triangulation is a triangle mesh with vertices from the original measurement. The
texture coordinates of the vertices can be used to texture the triangles and gain a fully
textured 3D model of the scene. The result of this module is a textured triangulated
mesh in Vtk [29] file format, which can be displayed in many polygon model viewers
(like the freely available ParaView [28]).

Chapter 7
Data Sets and Experiments
To put the SceneRec System to use, we collected different data sets and performed ex-
periments. Our main focus was to have results on real objects, both to show capability
of the system and to face realistic challenges. The experiments on different data sets
are presented here.
7.1 Data sets
In the following section the addressed data sets are presented containing both synthetic
and real life data sets without results. The results on these data sets are discussed in
the next section.
7.1.1 Random dot stereogramms
A widespread and often used technique to test matching algorithms is the random
dot stereogram. In the original form, a pair of images are created using the same
random texture but shifting a selected (often rectangular) section on one image with
an arbitrary displacement. The geometry is the same as having parallel image planes
and using orthographic cameras with a predefined offset. These pairs can be used to
measure a matching algorithm’s reaction to disparity jumps and object edges. We used
a random dot stereogram to simulate slanted surfaces and test normal calculation. For
this purpose, a random dot image was distorted with a projective transformation of
know properties. Figure 7.1 shows an example.
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Fig. 7.1: Slanted plane pair with random dot texture
7.1.2 Semi-synthetic datasets
The following datasets were created to test various methods applied in the SceneRec
software, especially the Dense Matching module. The goal was to have realistic in-
put image data (data that could have similar properties as data acquired with normal
cameras) with accurate calibration information, and corresponding 3D model. This
way the data sets can play as a groundtruth and eventually a testbed for calibration
algorithms, matching algorithms, different geometry estimators and triangulators. To
fulfill all these requirements, the data sets need to combine both image and 3D data.
For this we acquired 3D models, mesh triangulated them using methods [30, 52] and
used textures to make them look realistic. This has been achieved by a rendering tool
that was implemented using tcl and vtk libraries, combined with the texture match-
ing method of Janko et al. [27] using photo-consistency and genetic algorithm based
optimization. An important note is that, with the calibration data available, it was
possible to test NAM on these images.
Shell datatest
This data set is part of the evaluation testbed, and has been created using the above
mentioned method. The 3D points of the shell have been measured with a hand-held
laser scanner at MTA-SZTAKI-GMSZL, photos have been taken of the original object,
and the image were aligned with the 3D point set. The original data set contained
over 12000 points but for the evaluation they were decimated to 2594 points and 4213
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triangles. The photo-realistic model has been created using multiple images. For the
test, 5 virtual snapshots were captured, the virtual cameras were placed on an arc with
a changing angular distance of 5-15◦ degrees. The images were arranged in pairs. See
figure 7.2 for samples of the dataset.
Cat dataset
The Cat dataset was also created to be part of the evaluation testbed and was created
similarly to the Shell dataset. The 3D model contained 4249 points and 8167 triangles,
and multiple images were used for the photo realistic texturing. For the tests, 24
virtual snapshots have been taken, with cameras on a full 360◦ degrees circle, creating
a virtual turntable setup. The angle between the frames was 15◦. Figure 7.3 illustrates
the virtual turntable setup.
Figure 7.4 shows samples from the data set.
7.1.3 Real world datasets
The following datasets were used to set examples and to demonstrate the effectiveness of
the algorithms under realistic conditions. However, without groundtruth and accurate
calibration data they can not be used for comparison other than subjective preference.
Also, for those without calibration data, it is impossible to reconstruct metric models,
only projective models are available, and the method NAM (see chapter 5) could not
be tested on them.
Two of the real world data sets contain calibration data. These models were used
to test NAM under realistic conditions.
The Valbonne dataset
The Valbonne dataset is a well known wide-baseline dataset. No groundtruth or cali-
bration data is available. Figure 7.5 shows a sample pair.
Books dataset
Similar to the Valbonne dataset, the Books data set (see figure 7.6) is also a preferred
wide-baseline test image pair. No groundtruth or calibration data is available.
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Workshop images
The following data set is a wide baseline sequence of a Budapest Technical University
campus building. The data set contained 5 images. There is no groundtruth or cal-
ibration data available. These outdoor images contain numerous occlusions, shadows
and varying zoom. See figure 7.7 for samples from the data set.
Janko desk
The following real world data set was captured in a room of MTA-SZTAKI-GMSZL.
The Janko desk set contained 2 wide baseline images without groundtruth or calibration
data. Figure 7.8 shows the Janko desk pair.
Salt test
This experiment data set was created with the purpose of testing the algorithms using
(low accuracy) calibration data. The data set was captured at KF GAMF, using a low
quality camera and a simplified turntable setup. The images were put on a turntable
pattern and 9 images were captured with 11.25◦ angular distance. The rotation and the
distance of the camera was measured, and calibration patterns were shot for manual
camera calibration. The extrinsic parameters were calculated from the rotation of
the turntable pattern (see more in [42]). The images had to be pre-processed to be
usable, through removing radial and tangential camera distortion and background from
the images. Figure 7.9 shows the turntable setup, and figure 7.10 shows images of a
calibration pattern. The radial distortion of the camera is visible. Figure 7.11 shows
samples from the data set.
Oxford Monkey dataset
This data set was captured by Fitzgibbon et al. [14] to test image based rendering
methods. The data set contains 89 images with calibration data computed by automatic
calibration methods [22]. The main object in the scene is covered with fur, thus it is
very difficult to reconstruct correctly. Figure 7.12 shows samples from the data set.
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7.2 Experiments
In the following sections we show results of experiments on the real world data sets
listed in 7.1. The results listed here are for the real world images. The results for the
plane can be found in section 5.3.3. Results for the semi-synthetic datasets can be
found in chapter 8.
7.2.1 The Valbonne dataset results
The Valbonne image pair was rectified using the SceneRec rectification module, and
was used for testing classical and affine matching methods. Due to the texture of the
tower, it was ideal for testing affine matching. Without calibration data, the presented
results are only projective models and disparity maps. Figure 7.13 shows result of
an efficient classical matching method [26] and the affine method (DAM) described in
chapter 4. The improved denseness and reliability of DAM is visible, this is due to the
well texturedness and the smoothness of the tower surface. These results have been
published in [39].
7.2.2 Books dataset results
Again, we compare our results to those produced by an efficient conventional dense
matching algorithm [26]. Disparity maps for figure 7.6 is shown in figure 7.14. One
can see that the quality of our disparity maps is higher. These results have been
published in [43].
Workshop results
The results shown for 7.7 are a disparity map (figure 7.15) calculated using DAM 4
and textured point clouds (figure 7.16) estimated from the disparity maps. Without
calibration data, the reconstructed point cloud is a projective model only. The images
demonstrate the smoothness of the reconstructed planes, but the projective distortion,
that is due to the lack of calibration, is also visible. These results have been published
in [39].
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Janko desk results
We tested the DAM wide baseline algorithm discussed in chapter 4 on the Janko data
set(see figure 7.8), and compared it with a classical method [26]. Figure 7.17 shows
that the results of DAM provided a significantly improved disparity map. Figure 7.18
displays the projectively reconstructed surface using DAM from different viewpoints.
Figure 7.19 demonstrates that DAM can reconstruct fine details. Here, the difference in
disparity between the upper and the lower edges of the note is only 4 pixels. Reducing
the baseline would make measuring this detail impossible. These results have been
published in [43].
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Fig. 7.2: Synthetic images of the shell groundtruth object with increasing baseline
width.
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Fig. 7.3: Virtual turntable around object.
Fig. 7.4: Consecutive frames from the Cat sequence (4 out of 24 frames).
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Fig. 7.5: Two images from the Vallbonne dataset
Fig. 7.6: Books pair
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Fig. 7.7: Workshop stereo pair
Fig. 7.8: Janko desk pair
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Fig. 7.9: Turntable pattern, and sample image
Fig. 7.10: Calibration pattern
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Fig. 7.11: Samples from the shell test data set
Fig. 7.12: 3 frames from the Monkey dataset.
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Fig. 7.13: Rectified image pair (top) and disparity maps. Classical algorithm [26](lower
left), DAM(lower right)
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Fig. 7.14: Comparison of DAM(right) to classical algorithm [26](left) on the Books
dataset (section 7.6.)
Fig. 7.15: Rectified image and disparity map for workshop dataset using DAM.
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Fig. 7.16: Reconstructed surface of figure 7.15 shown from different viewpoints (pro-
jective model).
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Fig. 7.17: Rectified image (top), disparity map with [26](middle) and DAM (bottom).
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7.2.3 Salt test results
To obtain results from the Salt data set (see section 7.1.3), we first had to undistort
the images, rectify them pairwise and perform the matching. With the use of the
calibration data it was possible to test NAM on them. Figure 7.20 shows results of
the NAM from two images. Figure 7.21 shows metric models of the object that are
unique only up to a similarity transform. The images are not mesh triangulated, but
the surfaces and their perpendicular angle is well visible. These results have been
published in [44].
Oxford Monkey dataset
Another data set with calibration data was the Oxford Monkey (see section 7.1.3). We
applied the algorithm to 3 distinct frames (see figure 7.12). The fur of the monkey was
reconstructed as a single smooth surface due to the applied normal based smoothness
constraint. The received surface follows the main fluctuations of the fur. The results
are shown in figure 7.22. These results have been published in [40] and in [45].
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Fig. 7.18: Reconstructed surface using DAM shown from different viewpoints.
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Fig. 7.19: A detail of figure 7.18 shown from different viewpoints: occluding notes.
Fig. 7.20: Rectified image and disparity map computed by NAM.
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Fig. 7.21: Reconstructed point cloud with texture computed by NAM.
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Chapter 7 presents data sets and result. However these results are difficult to evaluate
on an objective basis. To evaluate the results of the implemented system, an evaluation
method was created, together with a testbed intended for wide baseline reconstruction
methods. This method measured the effectiveness of the algorithms based on the
accuracy and denseness of the measured point cloud compared to a groundtruth object.
The method is one of the contributions of this dissertation and was first disseminated
in [39].
8.1 Evaluation testbed
The testbed for evaluation contains objects measured by laser scanner in the MTA-
SZTAKI-GMSZL laboratory and more recently by the Comet 4 active visual scanner at
KF GAMF. In the first case the obtained groundtruth polygon models were textured
using photo realistic methods [27]. Of these textured models snapshots have been
taken using a vtk based viewer tool that also granted accurate camera parameters and
motion. Section 7.1.2 introduce these data sets.
In the future, the Comet 4 scanner will also be used with real images. The camera
parameters in this case will be gained from manual calibration methods implemented
in OpenCV [11]. These data sets are not yet available.
In both cases, the measured point cloud and the groundtruth models are aligned
using the calibration data, to have common ground for the evaluation.
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8.2 Evaluation method for accuracy
The presented evaluation scheme provides methods for measuring accuracy and reliabil-
ity of dense matching methods (with respect to baseline width), allowing quantitative
comparison.
The proposed evaluation scheme uses synthetic views of a ground-truth object. In
our tests, the ground-truth object is measured with a laser scanner, then triangulated
to obtain a triangular mesh [30, 52]; finally a realistic texture is projected on the sur-
face. After visualizing the ground-truth model, several (perspective) projections of the
object are captured together with the projection matrices and camera parame-
ters. The projection matrices and the camera parameters are then used to perform a
linear rectification, so dense matching can be performed. The disparities are converted
to 3D coordinates, and the distances between the resulting 3D points and the ground-
truth’s triangles can be measured. The semi-synthetic data sets of section 7.1.2 are fit
for such evaluation.
Given these distances, it would seem natural to calculate the average or median of
the values to score the algorithms. However, it should be taken into account that a
dense matching algorithm can err in two different ways. It can
1. completely mismatch points, or
2. find correctly matched points at slightly inaccurate locations.
Points falling in the first category are serious outliers that reduce the reliability of the
method, but are easier to detect and filter out even in case of real-world images. The
accuracy of the method, on the other hand, should be determined by how precisely
the method reconstructs a ’correctly’ matched surface. Thus the second type of error
should be considered after outlier rejection.
We used a robust outlier detection method, LMedS [54], for separating points that






|P | − 1
)
median {d (p, G) | p ∈ P} ,
where P denotes the resulting set of 3D points, d (p, G) the distance between point p
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and the ground truth G. The final variance is calculated by the
σ =
√√√√∑p∈P (w (d (p, G)) d (p, G)2)∑
p∈P w (d (p, G)) − 1
,
where w (ε) = 1 if ε ≤ 2.5σ0, and w (ε) = 0 otherwise. A point is considered outlier if
its distance from the groundtruth falls outside of the confidence interval 2.5σ. Let us
denote
PO = {p ∈ P | d (p, G) > 2.5σ} , and
PI = P \ PO.
When determining the effectiveness of a matching method, either the ratio of inliers
to all matches (|PI | / |P |, the number if inliers (|PI |), or the average accuracy of the
inliers (avg {d (p, G) | p ∈ PI}) has to be considered. Each of these scores tells a lot
about the strengths and weaknesses of an algorithm.
8.3 Evaluation results
8.3.1 Shell dataset
We compared the DAM method (see chapter 4) with a classical dense matching method
using Sum of Squared Differences (SSD) or Zero-mean Normalized Cross Correlation
(ZNCC) and left-right consistency check [16], suitable for short baseline images.
The first test included three pairs of 512 × 512 Shell data set images (see sec-
tion 7.1.2). The left image was the same in all pairs, but the right image was captured
with growing baseline width. Figure 7.2 shows the images and figures 8.1 and 8.2 show
the results for the different pairs. The x axis of the chart displays the baseline in
millimeters. It can be clearly seen that affine propagation outperforms the classical
method in most respects, and while the classical method drops drastically in accuracy
and inlier ratio, the affine method even increases accuracy at wider baseline (as more
accurate 3D information is available, see section 4.1), while still preserving a good ratio.
The drastic drop in the number of inliers is natural with both methods, since more and
more parts of the images become occluded.
These results have been presented in [39]. We compared the DAM results on the syn-
thetic shell dataset with results of NAM using the same evaluation evaluation method
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Fig. 8.1: Test Result: Number of inliers and Average error of inliers (x axis: baseline
in mm). Comparison of DAM and [16]
Fig. 8.2: Test Result: Ratio of inliers to all matches, and overall score (x axis: baseline
in mm). Comparison of DAM and [16]
described in section 8.2. The result of evaluation can be seen in figure 8.3.
One can see that the number of inliers in NAM is much higher than those of the
other methods. It is performing surprisingly well even under the widest baseline width.
This is due to the unbiased termination rule. The accuracy seems close to DAM, but
with the high number of inliers this has more significance. The ratio of inliers is lower
than in the affine method because the affine method adopts to surface changes more
difficultly.


















































Fig. 8.3: Evaluation of Shell results (Comparison of DAM, NAM and [16]).
8.3.2 Cat dataset
We used the same evaluation method as in the previous section, but instead of compar-
ing methods with different baseline widths, we show the results for the different pairs
of adjacent frames. By applying the algorithms on many pairs, we can compare the
methods more reliably.
The close angles between the views are small enough for the classical ZNCC to
produce acceptable results. On figure 8.4 we show the average error and the number
of inliers.
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Fig. 8.4: Evaluation of Cat results (Comparison of NAM, DAM and [16]).
It can be seen that although the new method is slightly sparser, the improvement
in accuracy is significant. It is important to note that in this case the object surface
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is less smooth and less textured. This explains the difference in the results compared
to the Shell Dataset (see figure 8.3). The shapes of the curves are determined by the
number of reliably matched seed points, which varies from frame to frame. The instant
drops in the number of inliers around frames 11 and 19 are due to very unfavorable
views on the object (from the sides and the from back of the Cat).
8.4 Evaluation of robustness
When using additional calibration data during the matching, it is important to know
how erroneous camera parameters will effect the matching. To have an idea on how
robust the NAM algorithm is, we ran it on the Cat semi-synthetic data set, corrupting
the camera parameters by multiplicative Gaussian noise. We used multiplicative noise
to simulate calculation errors arising from mismatches and quantization. Also, values of
the projection matrices are of different scale and importance, thus using additive noise
here can have unexplainable effects. We tried noises with different standard deviation
values (σ), the mean value of the noise was always 1.
In the first experiment (figure 8.5), we simulate the situation, when the fundamental
matrices are accurately calculated, but the camera calibration is erroneous. In this
experiment the parameter errors affect only the matching, not the epipolar geometry.
To compare with previous results, the correct parameters are used for model building.
It is visible in figure 8.5 that while the accuracy reduces only slightly, the drop in inliers
is more significant. This can be explained by the propagation scheme, which becomes
biased and starts favoring wrong directions sooner. It should be noted that the error
added is quite significant, yet the drop of performance is minimal.
In the next experiment (figure 8.6) erroneous camera parameters are used through-
out the entire process, thus we can examine the robustness of the whole reconstruction.
Even though the standard deviation of noise is much smaller then in the previous test,
the drop of performance is significant. It is important to note that in this case, the error
of NAM effects the results only implicitly, more important are the erroneous epipolar
constraint and wrong triangulation.
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Average Error of Inliers









































Fig. 8.5: NAM performance in case of camera noise.
Average Error of Inliers












































Fig. 8.6: Reconstruction performance in case of camera noise.
8.5 Evaluation of running speed
For evaluation of the running speed we measured the time of both the overall matching
(including thorough seed matching) and the time only of the affine matching. The
running time of NAM, if implemented using indexing techniques, is close as the DAM
algorithm as the affine search is common. Unfortunately, in region growing algorithms
the running speed is closely related to the denseness of the growing, so after all the
significance of this test is limited.
When evaluating the running time of the algorithms, it can be seen in figure 8.7
that in case of affine propagation, the automatic seed matching of 300 seed points takes
the most time. The propagation time decreases with the growing baseline width, due
to the reducing number of reliable seed matches. In the classical case, the running time
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increases due to the required larger search space. All results were obtained on a 3.0
GHz PC.
Fig. 8.7: Test Result: Running time comparison of DAM to [16].
8.6 Comparison of 3D models
Shell data set comparison
Sample results of the reconstructed Shell data set can be seen in figures 8.9, 8.8 and 8.10.
Cat data set comparison
The reconstructed model can be seen in figure 8.11.
8.7 Discussion
By evaluating results on semi-synthetic data sets, we showed that NAM performs better
then both DAM and region growing based ZNCC methods. When facing objects with
smooth surfaces NAM produces dense and accurate results. It appears that rougher
and less textured surfaces are reconstructed more sparsely but still as accurately. In
these cases the matching is prone to be over cautious. This can be cured by adding
seed points or carefully adjusting curvature thresholds for the propagation and termi-
nation rules. The reconstructed surface of the Monkey sequence (see figure 7.22) shows
that if the texturedness is high, the method can yield dense results by enforcing an
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Fig. 8.8: Reconstructed surface from the first test pair with DAM (top) and NAM
(bottom). No smoothing applied for visualization.
unrealistic smoothness, which, however, is quite close to the original surface. It should
be noted that these rough surfaces are very difficult to reconstruct, thus even a smooth
reconstruction can be considered a good result.
The use of additional data during the matching (calibration data in NAM) intro-
duces additional error sources, thus the question of robustness arises. Errors in the
camera parameters affect the matching by making it biased towards certain surface
directions. Although this reduces the performance of the matching, it has been shown
that the impact of NAM errors on the overall robustness is minimal. It is visible from
figure 8.6 that the accuracy of the calibration is crucial rather to the overall recon-
struction than to the dense matching.
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Fig. 8.9: Reconstructed polyhedral model from the first test pair with DAM (top) and
NAM (bottom). No smoothing applied for visualization.
The main drawback of our algorithm is the inherent dependence on seed points.
However, this feature can also be exploited to improve flexibility and control over the
procedure. Extraneous knowledge about the scene can be applied by intelligent seed
point selection. To make the method really useful, further research is to be conducted
on the fields of automatic seed point selection and post-processing.
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Fig. 8.10: Reconstructed surface from first pair with and without texture using NAM.
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Fig. 8.11: 3D point cloud of Cat with texture.
Chapter 9
Conclusion
As argued previously in this study, once the requirements and conditions for the recon-
struction are set, the key to reliable dense matching lies in good search space reduction.
In fact, what really separates the many dense matching solutions is the list of matching
constraints the methods apply. Our main goal was to devise matching constraints that
are applicable under wide baseline conditions, since wide baseline was shown to be
useful in many respects (see section 4.1).
The experiments with classical methods suggest that simple algorithms may too
come to a result under wide baseline conditions. It is often the case that the classical
approach is stable (if unreliable), and that is enough to explain why only few advanced
methods are used in practice. However, the results on the first proposed solution dis-
cussed in this paper (Dense Affine Matching, see chapter 4) show that specialized algo-
rithms can achieve substantial improvement in accuracy compared to classical methods.
In this case, the price to pay is mainly computation cost. The experiments have shown
that a drop in denseness may occur in case of unreliable matches, which are otherwise
considered unsafe for reconstruction. In overall, the method is more reliable, and its
tenancy to react to physical object edges accurately is most useful, as object edges are
very hard to handle in dense matching.
The results of the second method (Normal Aided Matching, see chapter 5) show
improvement over the previous method. The theoretical advantage of the unbiased
control comes out in practice through a much smoother reconstructed surface. The
search is more constrained, without being restrictive. This means improvement in
efficiency, and reliability. Another advantage is that the calculated normal field can be
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used later in visualization for proper shading. The price payed is that the geometry
must be known in advance. This, however is not often a limitation, as calibration data
is required for a complete reconstruction anyway.
Spending some time with reconstruction algorithms, one can easily realize that the
variety and number of reconstruction approaches and side cases seem limitless. How-
ever, all can be brought to a common ground, the geometry and the applied constraints.
Therefore, it is very important to form and understand a description of that basis. Also
it can be seen that a good and qualitative comparison method is needed to compare
the many methods on realistic, but still measurable scenes. The evaluation testbed
and evaluation method discussed in this paper is an effort towards that goal, even if
unified testing is still off limits.
In general, one might come to the conclusion that the entire reconstruction dis-
cussed is too complex for being practical. However, it must not be forgotten that the
true power of visual reconstruction lies in the simplicity and availability of the mea-
surement devices and process, and in the abundance of the information. This fact lifts
visual information processing above many other measurement methods, as the sim-
plification of measurement is always top priority, and processing power is increasing
rapidly. This complexity is also a good reminder that although image processing algo-
rithms themselves might look straightforward, great considerations are to be taken to
create a working system.
Another conclusion that can be drawn is that accuracy and robustness of the re-
construction can be improved for a price. They either cost much computation resource
or reduce the flexibility of the system, but the fact that there is a way for improvement
is promising. Also, computation power and quality hardware are becoming more and
more available with time, and in the future it might be possible to have both high
accuracy and high speed acquisition available in the same time.
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9.1 Contributions
In this section the contributions of this dissertation are summarized.
Thesis 1 Modular Software System for Reconstruction and Evaluation Testbed
I have developed a modular software system for all components of the
reconstruction process, utilizing a novel way to describe properties
of dense matching through constraints. The system also includes a
testbed and evaluation method for measurable comparison of dense
matching algorithms.
1.1 I have created a software system (ScenerRec) that contains all necessary
steps of the reconstruction process. The system is modular to have flexibly
replaceable components and for providing solutions for different acquisition
setups. The system has a simple graphical interface, uses multiple program-
ming languages for the components and has a transparent interface of text
files and images. The system can output 3D data in a standard format for
visualization and further use.
1.2 I introduced a general description for the key distinguishing feature of differ-
ent dense matching algorithms, namely the way the methods reduce search
space. This description was expressed in the form of constraints, and was
used to describe the properties of the matching algorithm.
1.3 I have created a region growing based dense matching framework that is
capable of utilizing different matching methods, including some classical
ones. The framework was shown to be capable of incorporating several
important constraints.
1.4 I have created a realistic, semi-synthetic dataset for testing dense matching
algorithms including groundtruth, virtual images and accurate calibration
data. The testbed has been used to test algorithms.
1.5 I have introduced a method for evaluating dense matching methods with
the help of calibration data and ground truth. The test method evaluates
the matching by separating inliers from outliers using Least Median Squares
outlier detection, and compares their numbers and ratios.
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Thesis 2 Dense Affine Matching
I have designed, implemented and tested a novel region growing based
dense matching method that compensates the distortion typical for
wide baseline images.
2.1 I have created a novel template matching method (AM) that extends search
for affine parameters, and thus is usable in the presence of image distortion.
The affine compensation reduces matching errors and in the same time deter-
mines the best affine transformation that approximates the distortion. The
matching is ideal for wide baseline image matching, where the distortion
between the views is high.
2.2 Observing the properties of the approximating affine transformation on dif-
ferent surfaces I formed novel matching constraints that can be used for
dense matching
2.3 I introduced a novel region growing based dense matching solution (DAM)
that extend classical matching functions and uses affine constraints. Both
propagation and termination rules in the region growing are effected by the
affine parameters. The resulting surfaces are smoother, denser, and more
reliable when applied to wide baseline images.
2.4 I evaluated the Dense Affine Matching with both real world images and
quantitative evaluation methods. DAM proved superior to [26] in terms of
precision, denseness and robustness.
Thesis 3 Normal Aided Matching
I have introduced a novel way to use calibration data in dense match-
ing. By exploiting the connection between image distortion and sur-
face orientation, I developed an improved region growing based dense
matching method that uses surface normals.
3.1 I have formalized the connection between the affine distortion on different
image views and the surface normals. The surface normal for a 3D patch can
be calculated by measuring the distortion between the views. The method
is applicable if linear rectification transformation is used and certain camera
parameters are known.
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3.2 Using the surface normals I formulated novel constraints that can be used in
dense matching algorithms to reduce the search space. The new constraints
are connected to the physical geometry of surfaces and are unbiased with
respect to surface orientation and viewing position.
3.3 I created a novel region growing based dense matching method (NAM) that
uses the new surface normal related constraints for termination and prop-
agation rules. Whit this matching method, we found a new way to exploit
calibration data during dense matching.
3.4 I tested and evaluated the NAM method on real world images and using a
comparable evaluation method. The method proved superior to both [26]
and DAM matching methods in terms of precision and robustness.
9.2 Future work
Although the components of the ScenerRec systems are numerous, there is plenty space
for development. There are modules that need either replacement or improvement, and
also there are several other features that can be implemented. Since the system was
intended to contain and test different tools and methods, the place for new implemen-
tation is limitless. This feature makes this system ideal for educational end resource
purposes. The reimplementation of novel methods and the usage of state-of-the-art
tools give both experience and practical understanding of 3D reconstruction. As a
future application of the system, it is planned to be used in connection with robot
navigation using the advanced imaging and robotic hardware at Kecskemét College.
Another place for improvement addresses the complexity of the system. With the
many modules come many parameters that need to be understood and handled prop-
erly. The simplification and documentation of these parameter can be the key to make
SceneRec a useful software.
Regarding the future of the presented dense matching algorithms, it is now visible
that the state-of-the-art methods use similar techniques. This encourage the author
to improve the method with new constraints that can be devised. There are also
ways to improve the running speed of the algorithm using specialized hardware, most
importantly Graphics Processing Units (GPU-s) and other parallel architectures. The
possible speed-ups will widen the the range of use-cases for the algorithms.
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The Evaluation Testbed needs to be augmented and made publicly available. There
exist a well known testbed for short baseline methods (see [57]), but there is no testbed
for wide baseline methods. Also, there is great need for a quantitative measures that
evaluate results based on the properties of the reconstructed model. The range of test
datasets can be augmented with the help of the active visual scanner at KF-GAMF,
but the completion of a public testbed still requires a lot of efforts.
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